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Summary
1 January – 28 February, 2017

The following summarizes the reconstruction of the operations of the Secret Society 
women against the suspect and the associated International Court of Justice trial from 1 
January to 28 February, 2017.

The names of persons follow the convention established in the previous chapters. The 
Secret Society women consist of (as of January, 2017): Karin (the German Lady, K), 
Angelica (Angelina, G), Kiersten (J), SDW (Maura, M), and Dr P (Petterson). For brevity’s
sake, the “Secret Society women” shall continue to be referred to simply as the “SS 
women” in the following narrative.

The following is a rewrite of the original “The third ICJ trial over the suspect, XII”, 
originally composed in September and October 2017. The original version, with the file 
name “prelude_GR_C4.pdf” (last dated 16.01.2018), can still be found in the same folder. 

In the previous episodes we have seen the Secret Society women acquiring all of the 
suspect’s former characteristics: they have become “terrorists” and the CIA has made them 
conspire with Russia in order to convict Russia of conspiring with a bunch of terrorists 
(September 2016) just as Homeland Security CO chief had once sent the suspect to 
conspire with Russia (November 2015). Meanwhile, Donald Trump has wanted to save 
Russia (November 2016), but is instead being dragged down the waters by the Russians. In 
this episode, the Trump team would seek a way out.1

1 In the original version, a totally wrong interpretation about what happened to the previous ICJ trial is appended at this 
point. We shall quote it in its entirety – just in case the Invisible Hand should ever decide to make something out of it. 
(When anything in this wrong interpretation is actually correct, it is marked in red.) “For all this time the CIA’s 
argument has always been that the suspect is not really a terrorist but only somebody who uses his fake terrorist status 
to harm the US or at least to help the Russians. Thus, CIA’s plan has always been: to win the case against the Russians 
and then ignore him. It’s only very strange that, somehow, the fact – which both parties know well – that the suspect 
doesn’t really have (at least complete) free-will never seems to factor into any consideration of whether his intentions 
and feelings should matter at all in the debate over any party’s conspiracy with him. Homeland Security CO chief must 
have done something in November 2013 (when he took hold of the control center) to enable the fact that he never had 
much free-will to be forever excluded from any legal consideration under international laws. It is he who seems to have 
secretly “reactivated the previous ICJ trial” (with its sustainable civilization program) without telling anyone about it 
solely because he saw in it the advantage of controlling the suspect to fit the SS women’s profile of him in order to win 
his dispute with the CIA. One must reconsider the exact relationship between the current ICJ trial and the previous ICJ 
trial – i.e. what is meant when Homeland Security CO chief seems to have ‘reactivated’ the previous ICJ trial. There are
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KEY EPISODES

1 January, the SS women continue their effort to “revive” the ICJ trial.
3 January, the SS women appeal to Microsoft.
6 January, the Russians send Homeland Security CO chief to recruit the Missionary Sisters.
The US national security Establishment issues the joint FBI-DHS report.
9 January, the TSA’s security alert about the suspect temporarily saves the Russians 
in the ICJ. The SS women begin reporting to the TSA and the CIA begins working with 
the TSA.

two possibilities, one optimistic, the other pessimistic. First, the optimistic scenario. At the end of the previous ICJ trial,
in October 2010, when the French had destroyed the evidentiary record, both the French and the Russians departed and 
the trial was dismissed. The ‘British Old Lady’ (BOL) was upset that the dispute between the French and the Russians 
had deprived her of her sustainable civilization program. She was the one who wanted to ‘reactivate’ the trial. The 
Invisible Hand agreed to help her in order to compensate her for the CIA’s deception of her. It’s not clear whether she 
would have to get [DGHTRCOM’s] approval. If not, she could do it all by herself because she had declared this whole 
trial (the dismissal of the trial) a terrorist conspiracy against her – that, although she had attached this perfect program 
to save the world to this ICJ trial, when nation-states debated and didn’t get what they wanted, they would bust up the 
whole thing, including her program, without any interest in her attempt to save human civilization. (She could have, 
presumably, issued this order to herself on the basis of [Boss] Cheney’s deception of her, making her, or the Court itself,
the victim of the Boss’ terrorist conspiracy.) Specifically, when the Russians departed, they left the control center on 
automatic mode in signaling the suspect so that he would forever persist in the erroneous belief that the trial was 
continuing when it was all over and thus look delusional for life – the Russians did this because they needed to forever 
assert in [the] international domain that the Monkey’s false profile of him was true and that the mind-reading computer 
had never been tampered with. BOL had also declared this (the requirement for the suspect to look delusional for life 
when he isn’t really delusional at all) to be part of the conspiracy against her because the suspect, given his 
Thermodynamic Interpretation of History and his particularly rare type of brain, was supposed to play a key role in her 
sustainable civilization program. Thus, at the dismissal of the previous ICJ trial, she issued a judgment declaring the 
control center to be a ‘dangerous’ invention and ordering that a filter ‘justice’ be secretly installed on the computer 
there. The ‘filter’ (this trojan horse inside the computer) was such that, if anyone goes inside the control center and uses 
the computer there to program the suspect to become violent and look delusional, it shall be a terrorist conspiracy 
against BOL, so that the suspect’s looking delusional and so on shall engender a course of events culminating in his 
delusions’ becoming true and the sustainable civilization program’s becoming implemented. It is thus that the 
‘reactivation of the previous ICJ trial’ (real or imaginary) will entirely depend on the ‘filter’. As we have seen, the 
Monkey was the first person to have gone inside the control center to use it to program the suspect to become violent 
and delusional (from June 2012 onward). When the Russians and the CIA went inside the control center on 1 
November, 2013, Mr Homeland Security CO chief followed in and obtained monopoly over it. He proceeded to use it to
program the suspect to become violent and delusional. Eventually he defeated himself just as the Monkey did. When the
Russians went inside the control center again on 14 February, 2016, they saw what was going on with the suspect. 
Although the suspect seemed to be wrong about the replacement of evidences from the previous ICJ trial – they knew 
he was wrong because they had seen how the evidences therefrom were completely destroyed back in October 2010 – 
he was apparently correct about the ‘filter’. Whoever uses the computer inside there to do harm will eventually be 
punished and the victim compensated. This is why, ever since Homeland Security CO chief was convicted on 13 
February, the suspect no longer experienced (at least serious) mind-control torture. The Russians did not want to end up 
being punished. They continued to control the suspect to do things to their benefit but refrained from torturing him 
because, when the control was painless, they would presumably not be punished in the end. Now the mysterious 
question is: why is it that, given all the coincidences, i.e. the similarities between the current ICJ trial and the previous 
ICJ trial and the strange requirement that the events in the recordings which the suspect is reviewing at the moment 
[shall] always resemble what he is experiencing in the real world at the moment – why is it that, given such 
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10 January, the Missionary Sisters begin working for Homeland Security/ the Russians.
11 January, the SS women continue to mobilize volunteers to convince the TSA that their 
testimonies, or the Homeland Security warning, about the suspect is correct.
13 January, the Trump team joins the complaint process with the TSA (the suspect’s 
message on Trump Jr’s Facebook page).
17 January, the suspect apologizes on Trump Jr’s Facebook page. Bluehost stops archiving 
his logs.
18 January, the TSA dismisses the Homeland Security warning, and the Russians scramble 
to temporarily save themselves from conviction in the current ICJ trial while locking up the
previous ICJ trial for the time being. Elliot shows the suspect an antisemitic video. Is he 

obviousness, nobody on the Russian side or in the US [national] Establishment seems to believe that this current ICJ 
trial is replacing evidences from the previous ICJ trial. This is because government officials can actually see what is 
going on inside the computer in the control center. They see that, whenever somebody is using the computer to control 
the suspect to look insane, the ‘filter’ will control him to generate a course of events (by making him act in such a way 
as to provoke specific reactions from everybody around him) that will look like a new ICJ trial to replace the original 
ICJ trial – in order for him to continue to misinterpret things in the same way and look insane. This is because, as 
everyone in governments knows, the suspect is not really insane but merely looks insane due to the fact that he keeps on
speculating on the previous ICJ trial and speculating wrongly. Since he doesn’t really speculate on other things, the only
possible way for him to look insane is to make him misinterpret current happening in terms of the previous ICJ trial. 
Thus nobody wonders why the current course of events looks so similar to the previous ICJ trial: as long as somebody is
using the computer to make the suspect look insane, everything will look as if the replacement of evidences from the 
previous ICJ trial is indeed in progress. Nobody in the US government thus really cares about any replacement of 
evidences. In reality, however, something like the replacement of evidence is in progress. Insofar as BOL depends on 
people’s abusing the suspect from the control center to implement her sustainable civilization program, she would either
have to replace evidences from the previous ICJ trial (when this is still possible) or to create a second case that looks 
like the previous ICJ trial (when the evidences from the previous trial were so destroyed that this is no longer possible). 
Since she wants her sustainable civilization program to be implemented in complete secrecy in order to avoid nations’ 
resistance and sabotage – since, obviously, no governments would want any of this ‘sustainable civilization’ or 
‘program to make people smarter’ – people must not suspect that the current course of events has anything to do with 
the previous ICJ trial (either to replace evidences or to create a second case) and will lead to the implementation of her 
sustainable civilization program. They must believe that the current course of events looks similar to the previous ICJ 
trial only because this is the only way to make the suspect look delusional. In other words, the Macrospherians – BOL 
and her helpers – are using the suspect’s delusions to deceive government officials from all sides into the impression 
that the previous ICJ trial isn’t being reactivated and that the similarity between the current course of events and the 
previous course is entirely due to Homeland Security CO chief’s (and the Russians’) attempt to make the suspect look 
insane. Eventually, however, the US officials would realize that they have been deceived, and their primary objective 
would become [getting] the Russians and Homeland Security CO chief out of the control center or [decoupling] the 
suspect from the computer inside – because what is really important is the fact that somebody is using the computer in 
the control center to remotely control the suspect to look like he’s delusional. It is in the interest of US [national 
security] Establishment to forbid anyone [to go] inside the control center to make the suspect look insane – and yet they
can’t do this – nor can they get hold of the suspect to remove the chips inside his brain – because there is always some 
ICJ dispute in progress and people can only go in and out of there, or touch the suspect, according to an ICJ judgment. 
Thus the problem is (1) that Homeland Security CO chief didn’t know anything about the previous ICJ trial or BOL’s 
program and, even if he was told about it, couldn’t really understand it in any case and (2) that he has obtained an ICJ 
judgment regulating the use of the control center back in November 2013, initially to his benefit. Once he has, in 
November 2013, obtained an ICJ judgment giving him the permission to monopolize the control center and control the 
suspect, it’s inevitable that, one day, BOL will get her sustainable civilization program. The basis of the current 
happening is therefore: people’s making the suspect look delusional is a terrorist conspiracy against BOL; BOL 
therefore has the right, under UN Resolution 1373, to reverse the conspiracy by utilizing the suspect’s delusions for her 
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recruited by the Russian side?
21 January, Trump is at the CIA headquarters. The SS women appeal to Microsoft. The
Russian side is being convicted in the ICJ. The Trump team withdraws from the ICJ 
trial and affirms the TMU/ CIA profile of the suspect to be correct. 
23 January, Dr P is back in Los Angeles.
24 January, Boss Cheney’s family makes another complaint about the suspect in order to 
temporarily prevent the CIA from winning in the ICJ.
25 January, the suspect’s confession causes the temporary suspension of the ICJ 
judgment convicting Russia in the current case. “Penelope Gate” breaks out in France: 
the Russians’ mischief via Homeland Security CO chief?
26 January, thanks to Gaurav’s intervention, the CIA is temporarily prevented from 
convicting Russia both in the current and in the previous ICJ trial.
27 January, the SS women are telling Dorit about the suspect at night.
28 January, the Russians order the Missionary Sisters to film the suspect: more evidence in 
the ICJ to temporarily prevent the CIA from convicting the Russians in both the current and
the previous ICJ trial.
29 January, SDW’s TI friend Betty Dougia runs “Operation PP” on her Facebook.
4 February, the SS women ask the TSA to reconsider the suspect’s case.
9 February, the TSA rejects the SS women’s “expert testimonies” for the second time.
11 February, the Russians use a Homeland Security homeless man to attack the suspect. 
Night, the SS women (Dr P) offer their expert testimonies for the TSA.
13 February, the suspect has arrived in Chicago.
15 February, the suspect has returned to Los Angeles. The TSA removes him from 

benefits. The suspect’s delusions shall come true and result in her sustainable civilization program. If this scenario is 
correct, the US [national security] Establishment can only take comfort in the fact that the suspect’s ‘delusion’ about 
BOL’s sustainable civilization program never specifies that the United States should be annihilated or sink to the status 
of a third-world country – because the suspect is knowledgeable enough to know that this will only sow chaos in the 
world and that the United States is currently still the world-center of cultural diffusion (hence the most suitable 
candidate for the spread of a new culture). If this scenario is correct, another reason why the suspect must look insane is
that, after Homeland Security CO chief gets convicted, it will furnish the Russians with ammunition to harm the US, 
and the US will then be forced to defend itself by proving that he is not insane. In order for justice to be restored and the
sustainable civilization program to work, the suspect must have some authority. And yet, because people are too dumb, 
they cannot be expected to realize that he is in fact not insane. The only way for people to believe he is not insane but is
a genius is for the government to tell them so. Again, ordinary people will never know that Einstein is not insane but is 
a genius unless they are told by the authority or read about it in textbooks. As for the pessimistic scenario: the computer 
inside the control center, upon being instructed first by the Monkey and then by Homeland Security CO chief to make 
the suspect look insane, has all this time faked this course of events that looks like the replacement of evidences or the 
creation of a second case, yet without any actual relationship to the previous ICJ trial. The course of events, such as the 
third ICJ trial, looks like the previous ICJ trial because, once again, this is the only possible way for the suspect to look 
insane. Furthermore, when Homeland Security CO chief went inside the control center, he had obtained an ICJ 
judgment declaring the suspect to be a terrorist and, according to this declaration, the events around the suspect had to 
be orchestrated to fit his belief in order to enable him to finish his mission. With this scenario, the final product of this 
course of events could be anything – indeterminate – or could even be the prohibition of this ‘sustainable civilization 
program’ under international laws, while, in the optimistic scenario, it will be the implementation of the same 
‘sustainable civilization program’. In any case, within this pessimistic scenario, the BOL has no role in the current 
affairs and there is no replacement of evidences or creation of a second case. All is illusory.”
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watchlist. The Russian side is being convicted in the ICJ.
17 February, the Russian side enters new evidence (the suspect is a danger to others 
after all): the ICJ judgment convicting Russia and its allies is temporarily suspended 
and the previous ICJ trial locked up again.
25 February, the Russians have exhausted their means. About to be convicted again.
26 February, the SS women complain to Microsoft again.
27 February, the Russian side is being convicted again in ICJ – the previous ICJ trial 
is about to be reactivated. Past midnight, the SS women are talking to the TSA again 
trying to persuade them to reconsider their conclusion.
28 February, the SS women file their appeal to the TSA for the second time.

January, 2017

Now the course of events in January, 2017. On 1 January, 4:30 AM, the SS women discover the new 
chapter “Prelude E-4E”, then continue to brainstorm the whole day, but are somehow busy at night, 
between 6 PM and 12 AM. One more visit by a volunteer from Spain to Kristin’s portrait on 11:38 AM.
(Are the SS women appealing to Kristin for help?)2 On 2 January, a visit to “Kulturindustrie” from 
Serbing, Florida, on 3:40 PM. Then, between 5 and 10 PM, the SS women are again busy. It would 
appear that, for two nights consecutively, they are meeting in person to discuss the difficult situation: 
how to produce a right piece of evidence to (in their mind) “revive” the ICJ trial. (Or how to convince 
any law enforcement authority that Homeland Security’s warning about the suspect is correct.) On the 
morning of 3 January, 11:23 AM, the Lincoln Center volunteer shows up again to brainstorm for the SS
women. 

172.56.18.99 - - [03/Jan/2017:12:23:10 -0700] "GET /thermex2.html HTTP/1.1" 200 530 "-" "Mozilla/
5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; 5065N Build/LMY47V) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/54.0.2840.85 Mobile Safari/537.36"

12:37 PM, another volunteer from Illinois (T-Mobile USA) examines “Ying and Yang, I”:

172.56.12.134 - - [03/Jan/2017:13:37:40 -0700] "GET /suppl_pld_8bg42-/suppl_pld_8bg42c.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 5285928 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1; 
HTCD100LVWPP Build/LMY47O) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/55.0.2883.91 Mobile Safari/537.36"

1 PM, the SS women complain to Microsoft again (Drake Holdings, Chicago), hoping that the slightest 
action taken by Microsoft could become the evidence needed in the ICJ to revive their trial over there. 

204.79.180.223 - - [03/Jan/2017:14:10:32 -0700] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 3151 
"http://www.bing.com/search?q=enlightenment+1998+scalar&form=MSNH14&sc=8-4&sp=-
1&qs=n&sk=" "Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/5.0;  Trident/5.0)"

2 7:24 AM – did the SS women and Homeland Security CO chief (under Russian direction) also warn Charles Krüger 
about the suspect? 
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But Microsoft has evidently refused to be persuaded again. Then, 4:06 PM, the Hacienda Heights 
volunteer from 20 and 22 December (Angel?)3 shows up again to look at the same PP post: 

104.175.237.181 - - [03/Jan/2017:17:06:02 -0700] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
10_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.3.12 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14C92 
Safari/602.1" 

(Her iPhone has been updated from 10.1.1 to 10.2.) Then, 10:16 PM, another Australian volunteer 
examines the brand new “Prelude-E4E”. Finally, midnight, Robin is brainstorming with an Austin, 
Texas, volunteer.

On 4 January, the SS women continue to brainstorm for solutions. (Note the two visits, almost 7 AM, to
“My experience…” from Gatineau, Quebec, and New York City.) On 5 January, from 1:57 to 2:40 PM, 
a Sherbrooke, Quebec, volunteer is looking up Robin’s portrait (and probably discussing the suspect 
with her at the moment). The SS women are then pretty busy that night again. Then, 11:13 PM, an 
Istanbul volunteer looks up “soft.pdf”. (Perhaps the SS women are again discussing how the suspect’s 
racist statement therein against Mexicans should have proved to law enforcement that Homeland 
Security is all right about him.) On 6 January, the SS women continue to brainstorm. Note that, 5 PM, 
the suspect is meeting with the Missionary Sisters in the Visitors’ Center.4 Then note the Montreal 
volunteer looking up Scientific Enlightenment’s TOC on 5:52 PM and the Petaling Jaya volunteer who 
checks on Robin’s portrait on the suspect’s Facebook on 8:02 PM. 

173.252.88.88 - - [06/Jan/2017:21:03:15 -0700] "GET /gallery/priestess.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 360260 "-"
"facebookexternalhit/1.1 (+http://www.facebook.com/externalhit_uatext.php)" 

1.32.15.200 - - [06/Jan/2017:21:03:17 -0700] "GET /gallery/priestess.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 360260 
"http://m.facebook.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; SM-G935F Build/MMB29K; wv) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/55.0.2883.91 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/106.0.0.26.68;]"

And then the Bangkok volunteer who looks up “The Syrian scandal, conclusion” on 8:59 PM. Then, 
the SS women are again busy after 9 PM – there are no visits to the suspect’s website. While it would 
seem that the SS women must be conferencing again to discuss the emergency situation (i.e. how the 
Russian side is losing the ICJ trial), we may, given what happens later, safely assume that they are in 
fact talking to the Missionary Sisters. Namely, because the Russian side is losing in the ICJ – the 

3 Velasquez.
4 In “mormonmeetingNelson_1_16_17_505PM.MP3”: 12:00, the suspect meets up with the Missionary Sisters. 15:30, 

the meeting starts. (There is also Brother Nelson.) The reading of the Book of Mormons. Then, the Gospel of Jesus 
Christ. Then, baptism. How the key was passed down along priesthood. How the President is decided upon. The Sisters 
want to set a goal for the suspect, but the suspect wants it to be only after 15 February. Now, 25 February shall be the 
day. 1:17:00, the meeting over, the Sisters introduce the suspect to other people. The suspect walks with Brother 
Nelson. 1:26:10, they part. 
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previous ICJ trial is at risk again of being reactivated by the CIA, not to mention Russia’s conviction in 
the current case – the Russians must have decided to send Homeland Security CO chief to go recruit 
the Missionary Sisters as informants so that, the next time, they can dupe the suspect into producing 
evidence confirming that the Homeland Security warning about him is all correct (as shall be seen). 
The Missionary Sisters are thus tonight shown the said Homeland Security warning about the suspect 
and are absolutely shocked that the suspect can be that demonic: “He really doesn’t look like it.” 
Homeland Security CO chief then promptly connects the Missionary Sisters with the SS women who, 
as “victims” of the suspect’s “terrorism”, supposedly possess expert knowledge about him. (Ha!)5 
Meanwhile, the US national security Establishment, as the CIA’s victory in the ICJ is almost certain, 
begins their attacks on Trump. Today, the Establishment publishes the FBI-DHS Joint Analysis Report 
saying the Russians have, last year, launched a clandestine campaign to influence the US election 
(including hacking the DNC) in order to install Trump in the White House.6 

On the morning of 7 January, in order to temporarily prevent the CIA from proving the said Homeland 
Security warning false in the ICJ and reactivating the previous ICJ trial, the Russians command 
Homeland Security CO chief to order a Quantil Group member to search for the suspect’s “Suffering 
Woman” with the search terms “notice, American sexism video”. Then, the SS women continue to 
brainstorm and produce evidences. They seem to be busy conferencing again between 12 and 6 PM 
(only two visits to the suspect’s website during this time). From today onward, however, their – and the
Russians’ – luck begins to turn. The suspect is preparing for his trip to Chicago next month and, this 
time, he has decided to fly. Early evening, he tries to order an airline ticket on priceline.com but is 
somehow unable to. The website freezes: is this an accident? Apparently, although the CIA has 
removed the suspect’s listing from Terrorist Identities Datatmart Environment and other terrorist 
databases, he remains on some of the TSA’s watchlists. It might be that he has never been removed 
from these watchlists since 2007: i.e. when Mr Chertoff first ordered that he be placed on these 
watchlists as a dangerous paranoid schizophrenic frequently obsessed with government officials like 
Mr Chertoff himself. If the suspect should have succeeded in purchasing a ticket, he would, thereby, 
trigger some sort of alert, which the Russian side would order Homeland Security CO chief to intercept
into the ICJ as evidence confirming that the SS women’s testimonies about him might be correct after 
all. It’s therefore possible that the CIA has blocked the suspect’s activities on priceline.com tonight. But
this could only be a temporary measure. 

On the morning of 8 January, the suspect attends Sunday service at the Mormon church for the first 
time.7 Apparently, the Missionary Sisters didn’t get instructed as yet to run any operation on the 

5 It would seem that the Russians have ordered both the SS women and Homeland Security to not demonize the suspect 
too much to the Missionary Sisters tonight. You will see that, in subsequent meetings, while the Sisters carry out their 
missions for the Russians, they do not appear to hate the suspect. That will come much later.

6 In the original version, the unwarranted conclusion: “The purpose is to establish the context in which Trump can be 
eventually removed through the impeachment mechanism as if none of it had anything to do with some secret trial in 
the International Court of Justice.”

7 In “mormon_1_8_17_1009AM.MP3”: 15:30, the suspect meets up with the Sisters. 16:00, inside. The suspect is passed 
onto another Brother while the Sisters have to attend the service elsewhere. 27:00, in group meeting. 1:13:00, the 
meeting over, now onto another meeting. The Sisters are there. The topic of discussion is the Second Coming. 1:59:00, 
meeting over, back to the service. 3:16:00, the service over, the suspect describes his parents to the Sisters. 3:26:00, 
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suspect. As for the SS women, they continue to brainstorm (plagiarism). 3 PM, a volunteer from 
Morocco produces more evidence of the suspect’s plagiarism. After midnight, the suspect, unaware of 
the significance of his action, tries again and finally succeeds in purchasing a ticket on the Spirit 
Airline’s website. On the morning of 9 January, evidence has finally entered the ICJ to temporarily save
the Russian side: the TSA’s security alert has confirmed that the SS women’s claim that the suspect is a 
dangerous paranoid schizophrenic might be correct after all. The CIA, already expecting this, is ready 
for another round of fighting. As the TSA, following the direction laid out on the Homeland Security 
warning about the suspect, connects up with the SS women in order to obtain their “expert 
testimonies”, the women proceed to mobilize their volunteers to report saying the suspect is exactly as 
he is described on the said warning. (This includes the Long Keng volunteer around 6 AM.) As for the 
suspect, it’s a big day for him in that, 2:20 PM, he gets to speak to Wes. Here are the details of the 
conversation:

Conversation with Wes (09.01.2017)

The suspect is connected with Wes on 39:00. (1) His half-correct, half-wrong scenario: the SS women 
have found another agency to complain to. (2) His new theory about Trump: Cheney and Gingrich were
carrying out the previous ICJ judgment by bringing Trump to power. Meanwhile, the rest of the US 
Establishment are free to resist the judgment. Again, the suspect is completely wrong. (3) The anti-
Russia propaganda (Russia’s meddling in the US election) has made the suspect angry because it 
misleads everyone into an alternate reality. (4) The suspect is almost done with Honneth’s book on 
recognition. A summary of Honneth’s ideas. His problem: he didn’t get recognized for his ICJ business.
This however doesn’t fit in anywhere in Honneth’s framework. About the debate between Nancy Fraser
and Axel Honneth. Recognition, money, and power. About creating a movement in order to make life 
meaningful: thus recognition, money, power, meaning, group identity... If somebody recognizes you but
you don’t recognize his recognition, then it wouldn’t matter. (5) The Mormon church. Their European 
headquarters in Frankfurt. (6) The SS women’s business must end. Kiersten has tried so hard to harm 
the suspect and yet he has never done anything to her. Should he seek vengeance? Wes: “Be careful. It 
might be a trap.” (Did the Invisible Hand instruct Wes to discourage the suspect in order to prevent him
from producing more evidence confirming the SS women’s lies about him?) Should the suspect wait? 
Somehow the Russians don’t want to kick Angelica’s butt. (Yeah of course! Just the opposite! They 
love her!) (7) There are more than 10,000 law enforcement agencies in this country. 

The SS women, especially Dr P, might be analyzing the intercept of the suspect’s conversation together 
with Homeland Security CO chief between 4 and 7 PM. (No visits to his website during this time.) 
They would use his erroneous speculations about Cheney and Gingrich as evidence to confirm 
Homeland Security’s warning about him as frequently delusional about famous people, and then his 
statement about vengeance as evidence to confirm that he is physically dangerous to them. We have to 
imagine this: Homeland Security CO chief and Dr P must be around this time explaining the suspect to 
the TSA officers in charge of threat-assessment because the SS women are supposedly “experts” on this
schizophrenic misogynist terrorist’s criminal conducts and psychopathology. The TSA’s threat-

with Bishop John. 3:33:00, with the Sisters outside. How the suspect didn’t dress up, and the next meeting on Friday, 5 
PM. 3:37:00, the suspect parts with Sister MLDND. 
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assessment organ in question should be the Behavior Detection and Analysis Program run by the TSA’s
behavior detection officers (BDOs).8 Dr P would then be talking to a certain TSA BDO saying, “I’m a 
licensed psychologist, I know all about this extremely dangerous misogynist and schizophrenic 
terrorist.... He used to be my patient...” and giving him the bullshit about his stalking, harassment, 
violation of people’s privacy, racism, misogyny, antisemitism, paranoid schizophrenia, plagiarism, 
intellectual property theft, computer-hacking, and impersonation. Between 4 and 7 PM, all the SS 
women are probably busy talking to the TSA BDO and submitting to him their analysis of the suspect’s
conversation with his best-friend. Afterwards, however, the Invisible Hand would approach the TSA 
BDOs and provide them with the warning about this group of “women terrorists” (fraudsters and false 
complainers of terrorism) and begin teaching them how to see through these women’s deception and 
properly profile the suspect. (He would again use the suspect’s analysis of Honneth as evidence that 
Homeland Security is all wrong about the suspect.) Since these “behavior detection specialists” in the 
TSA are, as expected, complete idiots when it comes to human psychology, the Invisible Hand can only
succeed in teaching them anything by invoking the sheer authority of the Agency and the Pentagon’s 
reminder that these women and their Homeland Security partner are working for the enemies and a 
threat to US national security. Meanwhile, 10 PM, the suspect follows a Syrian parliamentarian on 
Facebook. It’s not clear whether this has any effect on the current debate about him. Fewer activities 
from the SS women on the suspect’s website tonight probably because they have been busy for the 
whole day with the TSA. Note that, since the SS women are unaware that the CIA is accusing the 
Russian side of conspiring with them as terrorists, they are assuming that, with the new development, 
the ICJ trial is “revived”. 

On 10 January, now that the Russian side has started another round of debate in the ICJ, they quickly 
launch an aggressive campaign to produce evidences to prove that the SS women’s testimonies about 
the suspect are correct. The most important task is, as always, to prove that the suspect is indeed a 
plagiarizer. All morning, the SS women and their volunteers focus on saxonwarrior.jpg and the chapter 
from which it comes, germaninvasion.html, as the most definitive evidences to submit to the TSA to 
prove that the suspect is indeed a plagiarizer. Later in the day, they also submit other chapters as 
evidences of the suspect’s plagiarism. Meanwhile, the Russians command Homeland Security CO chief
to send the Missionary Sisters on their first mission. The Missionary Sisters do not know that they are 
working for the Russians, but believe that they are doing legitimate work for the US government. 
According to plan, they come to meet the suspect in Elysee on 7 PM and, in accordance with the 
instruction given them, ask him to read from his German book (Honneth’s Kampf um Anerkennung) but
forbid him to explain what he has read. This can then confirm for the TSA, and is evidence in the ICJ, 
that the SS women’s claim is indeed correct, that the suspect merely quotes from foreign language 
books without understanding what it all means in order to pretend to be educated. (Namely, Kiersten's 
characteristic.)9 Then, late in night, this visit: lenobl.dslavangard.ru, Kirishi, Russia; near St. 

8 The TSA provides an official description of its Behavior Detection and Analysis Program on its website in the form of 
its administrator John S. Pistole’s statement to House Committee on Homeland Security on 14 November, 2013: https://
www.tsa.gov/news/testimony/2013/11/14/tsa-behavior-detection-and-analysis-program. The Congressional Research 
Service’s report, “Transportation Security: Issues for the 114th Congress” (Bart Elias et al), also includes descriptions of 
the TSA’s “behavior detection officers” and its Screening Passengers by Observation Techniques (SPOT). At: 
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/homesec/RL33512.pdf. 

9 In: “MissionSisElysee_1_10_17_634PM.MP3”: (Reviewed from 23:00 onward.) 47:20, the Sisters show up. 48:20, the 

9

https://www.tsa.gov/news/testimony/2013/11/14/tsa-behavior-detection-and-analysis-program
https://www.tsa.gov/news/testimony/2013/11/14/tsa-behavior-detection-and-analysis-program
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/homesec/RL33512.pdf
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Petersburg,

78.36.81.194 - - [11/Jan/2017:05:05:54 -0700] "GET /suppl_pld_107b-/suppl_pld_drft_107By.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 1481026 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; Redmi Note 3 Build/MMB29M; wv) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/55.0.2883.91 Mobile Safari/537.36" 
78.36.81.194 - - [11/Jan/2017:05:08:37 -0700] "GET /suppl_pld_107b-/suppl_pld_drft_107By.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 1481026 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; Redmi Note 3 Build/MMB29M; wv) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/55.0.2883.91 Mobile Safari/537.36"

This is indication that, in order to convince the TSA that Homeland Security is all right about the 
suspect, the Russian diplomatic mission has even brought up the suspect’s petition at the Inter-
American Commission on Human Rights back in March and April 2009. (That the suspect indeed 
harbors bizarre delusions about some government conspiracy involving Russia and has even acted upon
them by petitioning.)

On 11 January, since morning, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to submit false 
reports about the suspect’s website to the TSA. Perhaps one report about his harassment of, and 
delusion about, Trump (about his intention to harm him). Then a report about his misogynist and racist 
rambling along with plagiarism (“PC Books”). Also about his delusions about his women victims (PP). 
(Note especially the volunteer looking up the PP post from the Orange County Public Law Library in 
Santa Ana on 12:57 PM.) Meanwhile, the suspect, in the afternoon, has discovered the slandering fake 
news about Trump on BuzzFeed (that the Russians have recorded his sex acts in a Moscow hotel and 
are ready to blackmail him) and posts an angry (pro-Trump) comment about it on his Facebook. Trump 
himself holds today his famous press conference. The whole Trump campaign must have been quite 
worried until 9 January, when they were relieved to learn that the TSA’s alert has become evidence in 
the ICJ to save them and the Russians, and they would certainly report the suspect’s comment today to 
the TSA as indicative of the suspect’s harmful intent toward them (!). (For this reason, we have to 
wonder whether it’s the Russians who have ordered Homeland Security CO chief to remotely control 
the suspect to post this comment.) Note finally a volunteer’s report about the suspect’s insanity very 
late into the night: dhcp.mtpk.ca.charter.com, Rosemead, California, 

97.90.16.19 - - [12/Jan/2017:03:29:50 -0700] "GET /summary2016_8/summary2016_8g.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 577588 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36 Edge/14.14393"
97.90.16.19 - - [12/Jan/2017:03:29:51 -0700] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 10.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36 
Edge/14.14393" 

suspect is asked to read a little German and he then explains what it means. (Hopefully we didn’t make any mistakes 
with our memory: the recording doesn’t show the Sisters forbidding the suspect to explain what he has just read. Was it 
badly recorded?) Then the discussion about how to come to the church on Sunday. Then, the Sisters’ lecture. 1:14:30, 
the old Jewish man cuts in. (1:16:20, Sister MLDND says she’s from Washington DC.) 1:37:30, the Sisters are back to 
the suspect. Sister MLDND shows off her French, and the suspect follows along. 1:40:50, the Sisters leave. Did the 
Russians/ Homeland Security also instruct Sister MLDND to speak her imperfect French in order for faulty surveillance
to confuse her with the suspect? 
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On 12 January, news outlets begin to report the source of yesterday’s fake news about Trump: a former 
MI6 operative named “Christopher Steele”.10 The suspect spends the whole day today finishing up 
“Prelude-F-5C” and would, by midnight, upload it to his website – together with a pro-Trump 
commentary at the end denouncing the propaganda against Trump. (Ha!) Meanwhile, the SS women 
continue to make false reports about the suspect’s website to the TSA BDOs. It seems that the 
“Vancouver Expert” has shown up again in the morning (a student at the University of British 
Columbia). Then, also reports on “My experience…” (Victoria, British Columbia) and “PC Books” 
(robot? software?). Throughout the morning of 13 January, the SS women continue to mobilize 
volunteers from universities to report on the suspect’s supposed plagiarism. More reports on “PC 
Books”. As the Russians try aggressively to prove, both in the ICJ and to the TSA, that the SS women’s
testimonies, and Homeland Security’s warning, about the suspect are all correct, they come up with a 
new trick this afternoon. 4:30 PM, when the suspect is waiting for the bus outside Santa Monica 
Library, they command Homeland Security to send in a white guy to threaten to beat him up for 
smoking near the bus stop. He is trying to provoke the suspect into a fight – hopefully to cause the 
suspect to get arrested, since he is still on probation – so that the SS women’s claim that he is 
physically dangerous to other people might be confirmed as accurate. The suspect however simply 
ignores the provocation. He then meets with the Missionary Sisters and Bishop John at the Visitors’ 
Center – precisely to talk about the need to quit smoking in order to become a member of the Mormon 
church. Bishop John does not seem to be aware of the Homeland Security business.11 Meanwhile, the 
SS women’s volunteers have made more reports about the suspect’s harassment of famous women like 

10 Within days Russia Today would report on the process whereby Steele would have come up with his revelation: that 
some Republican paid him to dig dirt on Trump more than a year ago, followed by some Democrats who did so, and 
that the “dirt” Steele was paid to come up with was precisely this “sex acts in Ritz-Carlton Moscow” and “Russian 
willingness to blackmail”. Vanity Fair then publishes in April 2017 a longer account of the process: Howard Blum, 
“The Kremlin Connection”. The men involved were Glenn Simpson and Christopher Steele, and the firms hired to 
come up with the fake news are Fusion GPS and Orbis. Steele used to be the head of MI6’s Russia Station, and he was 
hired by Simpson (Fusion), who was first paid by a “Never Trump” Republican in September 2015 to dig up dirt about 
Trump, and later, in April 2016, by Democratic donors. Steele came up with the “sex acts/ blackmail” story for Simpson
by late June, 2016. He then attempted to leak it. First to Mother Jones in October 2016. The report then became well-
known in Washington DC after Trump’s election. Former State Department official David Kramer (working with John 
McCain on the issue) then went to London to fetch the report from Steele. McCain then discussed the report with the 
FBI on 9 December 2016. The Russians appear to have confirmed the veracity of the report when, soon after the news 
broke open, former FSB general Oleg Erovinkin was found dead in his car and the FSB arrested two officers in the 
agency’s cyber-wing and one computer security expert. More than six months after Vanity Fair’s report, on 24 October 
2017, Washington Post regurgitated the same story in Entous, Barrett, and Helderman, “Clinton campaign, DNC paid 
for research that led to Russia dossier.” The Post report however specifies that the Democrats who paid Fusion GPS in 
April 2016 were precisely the Clinton campaign and the DNC. The chain: Marc E. Elias, a lawyer representing the 
Clinton campaign and the DNC, and his law firm, Perkins Coie, retained, in April 2016, Fusion GPS, which then hired 
Christopher Steele. The Clinton campaign and the DNC continued to fund the Fusion GPS research until the end of 
October 2016. 

11 In: “arguesmokngMormon_1_13_17_439PM.MP3”: The provocateur bullies the suspect about smoking. 5:40, again. 
7:50, everybody is on the bus. 25:20, the Sisters call. 30:15, siren. 44:00, siren again. 48:10, the provocateur warns the 
suspect again as he gets ready to get off the bus. 53:30, the suspect is off the bus. 1:02:40, the suspect meets up with the 
Sisters. 1:04:40, the meeting starts. Bishop John is also there. The suspect recounts the provocation earlier. The topic 
today is dietary commandments and quitting smoking. 1:54:00, the suspect’s prayer. Then, last minute chat with the 
Sisters. 1:59:00, the suspect is out.

11
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Kristin and Shizuka. 10:27 PM, the suspect, acting on his anger over all this propaganda against Trump 
(!), posts a message on Trump Jr’s Facebook advising his father to create his own intelligence agency 
to deal with the US Establishment’s slander! He has yet to appreciate the fact that Trump is his 
deadliest enemy. 12 AM, Kiersten changes her Facebook profile picture – indicating that something 
good (from the SS women’s perspective) has happened – and there are no more visits to the suspect’s 
website. Clearly, there has occurred tonight a second breakthrough after the Russian side has saved 
themselves in the ICJ on 9 January. The Trump team is submitting the suspect’s 10:27 PM message on 
Trump Jr’s Facebook to the TSA BDOs as evidence of his intent to harm them (since he has expressed 
goodwill in his message) and has once again called up the SS women to obtain their expert testimonies 
and psychoanalysis about the suspect. Hence the SS women, and Kiersten in particular, are jubilant, 
and Dr P, the principal “professional” opinion on the sickness which the suspect suffers from and the 
tremendous danger he poses to others, is also busy and excited all night. SDW would also post a new 
post on her blog tonight – her first time since 21 December: “the Church Committee.” It’s nothing of 
importance. Evidently both Kiersten and SDW are posting new materials on their social media 
platforms only in the hope of enabling law enforcement officers to intercept the suspect “cyberstalking”
them (when he checks their sites). 

On 14 January, after the excitement last night, the SS women resume operation only after 9:30 AM. Far
fewer visits to the suspect’s website today, which is indication of how busy the SS women are with the 
Trump campaign and the TSA officers. In the afternoon, MSSGDP. This is just the evidence which the 
Russian side has wanted. It will again prolong their life for a brief moment in the ICJ (help prevent the 
CIA from reactivating the previous ICJ trial for the time being). Then, at night, there is a visit to “The 
Cheney Plan” from Freie Universität Berlin (!). (Has this volunteer anything to do with Wes’ friend 
Daniel, who is teaching at FU at the moment?) 

87.77.23.87 - - [14/Jan/2017:21:55:44 -0700] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf HTTP/1.1" 
200 741042 "https://www.google.de/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/45.0.2454.101 Safari/537.36" 
87.77.23.87 - - [14/Jan/2017:21:55:46 -0700] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows 
NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/45.0.2454.101 Safari/537.36"

In any case, a report about the suspect’s delusions about Boss Cheney (confirming Homeland 
Security’s warning about him ever since 2007). Then, another report on “My experience...” from 
Vieux-Saint Laurent, Quebec, on 11 PM. (Quite close to Montreal.) Presumably, the SS women have 
got the friend of either Angelo or Gaurav or Marie to report on the suspect’s delusions about them.

On the morning of 15 January (Sunday), the suspect would upload the revised version of F-5C to his 
website – he has added his realization that the ICJ trial was dismissed back in April last year. As for the 
SS women, they would mobilize more volunteers today to file false reports about the suspect’s 
Facebook and plagiarism to the TSA. 7 PM, when the suspect is at Elysee, he would have a long chat 
with Daniel.12 Since the CIA is now training the TSA BDOs to see through the SS women’s lies and 

12 In: “elyseedaniel_1_15_17_7PM.MP3”. The suspect is mostly asking Daniel which philosophers he has read and which
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properly profile the suspect, the Invisible Hand would here demonstrate to them that the suspect is in 
fact quite educated and intelligent, unlike the SS women’s portrayal of him. This would then become 
evidence in the ICJ to debunk the Russians’ case. Then, midnight, a Partisan (at Université de Reims 
Champagne-Ardenne) files another report on the “Marine essay” to the TSA BDOs to confirm the SS 
women’s story about the suspect (that the suspect has also developed obsessions and delusions about 
Marine).

On 16 January, Ukraine formally opens a case against Russia in the ICJ charging Russia with 
supporting “terrorists” in eastern Ukraine in violation of international agreements. We have to wonder 
whether Ukraine has already made this decision back in late December, when it saw that Russia was 
losing in the current dispute about the SS women and the suspect. Ukraine probably wanted to ride on 
the tide when Russia was about to be convicted of conspiring with terrorists to harm the United States. 
Although Russia has now temporarily saved itself, Ukraine has decided not to back off from its plan. 
Everyone is probably confident that the CIA will in the course of time prove in the ICJ that the SS 
women are a bunch of false complainers of terrorism. The Russians, realizing this, are probably just 
buying time right now. After they have read through the suspect's “F-5C” – seeing that the suspect, 
given time, will be able to reconstruct everything that has happened – they have decided on a new 
strategy: to wait for the suspect to reconstruct the CIA’s counter-suing them last September. Once that 
happens, they need merely get the SS women to read it in order for them to understand what they can’t 
tell them – that the United States is using them as patsies against the Russian side. Conspiracy will then
be established to save the Russian side – Russia will then both win the current case and lock up the 
previous ICJ trial. As for the SS women, they continue today to mobilize their volunteers to report on 
the suspect’s violation of intellectual property laws. In addition, one visit to “The Cheney Plan” in the 
morning (Birmingham, UK), and another report on “My experience....” (Regina, Canada) around 2:30 
PM. All this is evidently to confirm for the TSA that the suspect does indeed constantly develop bizarre
delusions about intelligence agencies and government conspiracies.

On the morning of 17 January, the suspect has become quite nervous about the Trump team (about his 
13 January message on Trump Jr’s Facebook). Around noon, when he is at Asian Pacific, he uses the 
public computer there to log onto his Facebook account and post a short message on Trump Jr’s 
Facebook apologizing for supporting his father and begging him “not to help these women ban his 
website”. However, because he isn’t using his own computer, Facebook actually alerts him via email 
that his Facebook account has been logged into at a different location. It’s expected that the Russian 
side will use this as evidence to establish in the ICJ that the SS women’s claim, or Homeland Security’s
warning, that the suspect likes to impersonate and is not really who he claims he is might be true after 
all. 7 PM, the suspect is at the Mormon church attending the addiction group for the first time. As for 
the SS women, they continue to mobilize their volunteers throughout the whole day (plagiarism). 
Strangely, from tonight onward, Bluehost will no longer archive the suspect’s visitors’ log. Did the 
Russians order Homeland Security to do this? Or is it an unrelated accident?

On 18 January, the suspect talks to Wes on the phone on 2:37 PM – his weekly “session” with his best-
friend. Note that Wes is dissuading the suspect from reconstructing probably because the CIA is 

he has not. 
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worried that the suspect will soon realize that they have been counter-suing Russia in the past few 
months, which will save the Russian side from conviction (both in the current and in the previous ICJ 
trial).13 In general, however, the suspect’s speech is evidence in favor of the CIA – it is proof that he is 
not insane – but he could soon ruin it all for the US national security Establishment. As for the SS 
women, they continue to mobilize their volunteers to make false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism 
throughout the whole day. Note that, 6:12 PM, the SS women’s volunteer looks up “The birth of a 
mission, C”: embarqhsd. net, Hood River, Oregon,

74.4.182.15 - - [18/Jan/2017:19:12:37 -0700] "GET /suppl_pld_4_224b-/suppl_pld_4_224b-c.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 1936629 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 10_1_1 like Mac OS
X) AppleWebKit/602.2.14 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14B100 Safari/602.1"

Does this mean that the TSA has already concluded its investigation and issued the conclusion that the 
Homeland Security warning, and the SS women’s testimonies, about the suspect are incorrect (that the 
TMU/ CIA warning about the SS women is correct)? (Because, once the CIA should have proven the 
said Homeland Security warning to be false in the ICJ, they will be ready to reactivate the previous ICJ 
trial, the Russians will have to do something immediately to discredit the first evidence the CIA will 
bring up agains them: the suspect’s confession that he has conspired with Russia during his Nicaragua 
trip.) Then, 8:05 PM, a visit from Iran to “The Cheney Plan”. Did the Russians also have to discredit 
this evidence as well? (Since the CIA will also convict Boss Cheney when they should reactivate the 
previous ICJ trial.) When the suspect returns to Elysee, his long chat with Daniel14 would again become
evidence in favor of the CIA (proof that the SS women’s claim that he is uneducated and a charlatan is 
false). However, Elliot then shows the suspect an antisemitic video. Although Elliot is an “Alt-Right”, 
this is highly suspicious. It’s very possible that the Russians have commanded Homeland Security CO 
chief to recruit Elliot as well out of desperation. It’s then an operation: “Show him this antisemitic 
video” so that faulty surveillance can confuse the suspect with Elliot thus producing evidence 
confirming Homeland Security’s, and Kiersten’s, false claim that he has a love-hate attitude toward the 
Jewish people (which is really one of Kiersten’s own characteristics). In this way, the Russians will 
have the second temporary evidence to prevent their conviction in the current case and keep the 
previous ICJ trial locked up for the time being.

Conversation with Wes (18.01.2017)

The suspect is connected with Wes on 3:49:00. (1) The ICJ trial was dismissed in early April last year. 
Following that was the Russian side’s attempt to revive the trial. The SS women couldn’t use the 
Homeland Security warning back in April. (The suspect is now quite close to the truth.) Wes: “You said
something about a key?” The debate was still going on when the suspect went to New York. It was the 
Secret Service, not the Joint Terrorism Task Force. (2) The SS women’s breakthrough last Friday. His 

13 As shall be seen, the Invisible Hand must be pretending to be worried – perhaps in order to deceive the Russians. He’s 
in fact waiting for the suspect to reconstruct what happened back in September so that the Russians would not suspect 
that he has had something going in a “second”, secret trial.

14 In: “elyseeelliotdaniel_1_18_17_524PM.MP3” (from 1:11:00 onward). Postmodernism and contemporary politics. 
About Badiou. Revolution can be seen as an attempt to represent a certain configuration of reality. The first round is 
over by 1:58:00.
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message on Trump Jr’s Facebook. The SS women are waiting for Trump to get into office: Trump will 
help them. Will his website be banned after 20 January? Again, the suspect is coming ever closer to the
truth. He shouldn’t be pro-Russia and pro-Trump: they all want him dead. It is the US Establishment 
which is protecting his website. (3) The immense forces which have gathered to ban his website. Why 
can’t the Russians think of something else? The SS women’s profile of him can too easily be disproved.
(Only if the suspect could understand why the Russians simply can’t back out from sponsoring the SS 
women.) (4) In November last year, the Baltimore Lawyer was “turned” by the Homeland Security 
warning. (Wrong.) (5) Angelica has spent approximately 11,400 hours going after his website. The SS 
women are doing something very meaningful: to bring the National Front to power, namely, to save the
world according to the suspect’s own theory. (6) Will the Secret Service and so on recruit the Mormon 
Sisters as informants? (He didn’t yet know that the Russians have already recruited them.) (7) Wes tries
to dissuade the suspect from reconstructing. (8) As for the suspect’s misfortunes today, it all goes back 
to the Monkey’s deed back in April 2010: ever since then the Russians are required to want him dead. 
(Right!) (8) Germany is an exciting place because the politics there is more diverse. But the suspect 
cannot keep joining causes that want him dead. The Mormon church is good, but Mormonism is no 
cause. The salvation of the soul is not a cause. (9) About the suspect’s Guinness World Record. The SS 
women’s “false complaint industry”. (10) Wes’ money. (11) Next month, the suspect will have to find a 
home, so that he could go to church. The church is a different world. (12) Why is America a paradise 
for everyone else but North Korea for him? The disposal of extra male labor power in prisons. (13) 
Trump’s true agenda (5:09:00).

On 19 January, the SS women spend the whole day working on proving that the suspect is indeed a 
plagiarizer. That is, if they can convince the TSA that there is even the slightest truth in the Homeland 
Security warning, and their testimonies, about the suspect, then the Russians can temporarily save 
themselves and (although the SS women don’t know this) prevent the CIA from reactivating the 
previous ICJ trial. (Presumably the SS women merely think that they are trying to “revive” the ICJ 
trial.) On 20 January, a Friday, Trump is inaugurated. Something strange: Dr P is out of town this 
weekend. Where did she go? Did she go to Washington DC (again)? Very likely: she’s on her once-a-
year trip to the Capitol to meet with the Baltimore Lawyer to discuss the suspect’s case – this time 
perhaps even meeting with Trump’s team face-to-face. Since the trip must have been planned some 
time ago, she, along with the Baltimore Lawyer, must have not foreseen that the TSA will have 
dismissed the Homeland Security warning about the suspect so soon. The important topic of discussion 
with the Trump team would then be the TSA’s wanton dereliction of duties – and how to revive the 
validity of the said Homeland Security warning.15 Meanwhile, the rest of the SS women back in Los 
Angeles continue to mobilize their volunteers to brainstorm how to prove to the TSA that the suspect 
has indeed plagiarized. 5:25 PM or so, MSSGDP. The suspect then attends his lesson with the 

15 In the original version, this interpretation at this point – it shouldn’t be too far off reality: “Of course [Dr P] would 
present herself as an expert on this bad-to-the-bone and extremely dangerous schizophrenic misogynist terrorist: ‘I’m a 
licensed psychologist... I understand him, he used to be my patient...’ As if she were not dealing with a nuisance who 
broke some windows and posts messages on the Internet but with a serial killer. Never before has her life been so 
meaningful: becoming the one and only expert on a supremely dangerous misogynist terrorist. It never occurs to her 
that she is jumping up and down getting excited over nothing in particular. The Trump team members, however, must 
have by now regretted being involved with these women.”
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Missionary Sisters at the Visitors’ Center.16 Note that, 10:38 PM, the suspect posts a message on AVFM
forum to present a more correct version of what has happened between the SS women and the Trump 
campaign throughout last year. Specifically, he wants to make it known that it’s the Secret Service, not 
the Joint Terrorism Task Force, which has been receiving these women’s complaints about him. Again, 
the Russian side would look upon this as a favorable sign – even though, for the time being, it’s the 
CIA’s evidence that the suspect is not really insane: the suspect will eventually realize what is going on 
right now. The Russians merely have to buy time. And, at this point, they are probably comforting the 
Trump team in the same way: “Just wait. Don’t worry!”

On 21 January, Donald Trump is at the CIA headquarters. One has to wonder whether the clandestine 
service officers (including the Invisible Hand) are meeting with Trump at the headquarters to discuss 
the situation with the suspect and the SS women. It would be an extremely antagonistic meeting: both 
the Secret Service and the TSA have concluded that the CIA and the TMU are correct about the suspect
and these women that are going after him and that Homeland Security is all wrong about them. Trump 
is now forced to swallow this fact – that he has been no victim of the suspect’s –  but of course he 
shows no sign of it when he gives his speech in the headquarters. Dr P and the Baltimore Lawyer have 
now been sidelined! Meanwhile, today, the SS women continue to work on proving that the suspect did
plagiarize. Around 6 PM, they even forge evidence again (sacrifice.html). However, it seems that, by 
night, they are informed by Homeland Security CO chief that the Russian side is losing in the ICJ. 
Thus, 11:30 PM, the women make a complaint about the suspect’s essay (HT-contribution) to 
Microsoft, hoping to produce some temporary evidence to help the Russian side stay alive in the ICJ (in
reality, to enable the Russians to stay off conviction in the current case and lock up the previous ICJ 
trial for the time being). But, upon Microsoft’s refusal to take action, they then spend the rest of the 
night brainstorming: no more visits to the suspect’s website. 

On the morning of 22 January, due to rain, the suspect has a difficult time at the Mormon church and 
then is unable to meet with his new German tutor, Dorit.17 (Yvonne is now on maternity leave.) 
Kiersten would retweet all day about the Women’s March that took place yesterday. The SS women 
continue to work on proving that everything which the Homeland Security warning has said about the 
suspect is correct. (Shizuka seems to be very involved today – as a law enforcement informant of 
course.) Perhaps, since the SS women’s attempt with Microsoft didn’t work out last night, they are 
relying on Ms Kudo today to help them produce the necessary evidence to (in their mind) “revive” the 
ICJ trial (not knowing that Russia is being convicted right now and that the lady in Japan is only here to

16 In: “mormon_1_20_17_655PM.MP3”: on the bus. Off. 18:00, the suspect is at the Visitors’ Center. He sees Susan. 
Susan did her mission at the genealogy office at Salt Lake City and was then divorced. 35:30, the Sisters show up. 
Sister MLDND is still a little sick. 39:30, the lesson starts. (Susan there too.) The suspect’s housing problem. Smoking. 
Today’s topic: chastity. Then the suspect says he has no problem with chastity and the Sisters laugh. The death of 
Susan’s brother and how she thus decided to get baptized. 1:14:00, the lesson over, now the Sisters take the suspect to 
the piano to sing. 1:19:00, a video. After the video, Sister MLDND practices more French with the suspect. 1:38:20, the 
suspect parts with the Sisters.

17 In “mormon_1_22_17_949AM.MP3”: The suspect is walking to the Visitors’ Center. 14:00, there. 26:40, the Sisters 
show up. 28:30, the suspect leaves his stuff in a room and goes to the service with the Sisters. The housing situation. 
36:40, in the church. 40:30, in service. 48:00, in the first group meeting. 1:32:00, out. 1:38:00, in the second group 
meeting. 2:22:00, out. 2:28:00, back in the service. 3:18:00, the suspect is hurriedly out. He discusses his next 
appointment with the Sisters, and picks up his backpack. 3:26:00, he leaves. (Reviewed until 3:30:00.) 
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stab them in the back). 

We can safely assume that the Trump team, after meeting with the CIA yesterday and today seeing the 
Russians and their allies being convicted in the ICJ, has now decided to withdraw from the Russian 
side and officially affirm that the TMU/ CIA profile of the suspect is correct.

On 23 January, a Monday, Dr P is back in Los Angeles. Strangely, Kiersten retweets: “Tomorrow’s 
going to be a new day, a better day.” Does she believe that the Russian side can still win the ICJ trial? 
That Dr P’s meeting with the Trump team has turned out good? That Trump is going to ban the 
suspect’s website and validate the SS women’s “victim” status now that he is in office? Most likely, 
Kiersten is simply sad that the Homeland Security warning about the suspect (hence her status as a 
“victim of male sexual aggression”) has been invalidated again, but hopes that justice will eventually 
triumph and her specialness in the universe be confirmed. (Perhaps she really believes that, although 
the Russian side is again losing in the ICJ, now that Trump is the President, he’s going to use his 
executive power to order the Secret Service and the TSA to validate the SS women’s complaints.) 
Meanwhile, this afternoon, the suspect would revise “Summary-2016”, adding in a more correct 
description of the situation between the SS women and the Secret Service late last year. Strangely, 5:30 
PM, he runs into the “detective” in Starbucks (Vermont/ Wilshire) while uploading the revised version 
of “Summary-2016” to his website. Is the CIA again collecting evidence proving that he is not an anti-
American terrorist (contradicting Homeland Security CO chief’s profile)? (Now that Homeland 
Security CO chief is no longer able to control him to go into a rage, he’s certainly not going to shout 
anti-American profanity at the so-called “detective”.) As for the SS women, they continue to spend the 
whole day working on proving that the suspect is indeed a plagiarizer. Note that the Long Keng 
volunteer shows up on 9:40 PM (Table of Contents). He hasn’t been seen for 14 days! Then, 10:30 PM,
the suspect can’t log into his Bluehost account. He gets on help chat and is told that “the server is 
down”. Is the CIA ordering law enforcement to run another thorough check of the suspect’s website? 
(To settle, once and for all, the argument between the CIA and the Trump team over the suspect.) 

On the morning of 24 January, Bluehost has finally resumed archiving the suspect’s log. Is it because 
the CIA and law enforcement (the TSA) have conducted the final check on the suspect’s website 
yesterday and now established conclusively that the SS women’s testimonies about it are bogus? This 
means that yesterday was a big day for the CIA: the revised version of “Summary-2016” is new 
evidence that the suspect does not suffer from any paranoid delusion about the SS women’s going after 
him, and the test with the “detective” is evidence that he is not an anti-American terrorist. The Russians
and their allies are now in serious trouble. The ICJ judgment convicting them of conspiring with a 
bunch of false complainers of terrorism to make up a false case of terrorism as a way to fraudulently 
bring the National Front to power should come down today. Moreover, with this judgment – the CIA 
will be able to reactivate the previous ICJ trial and convict Russia there one more time! Meanwhile, the
SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers (plagiarism). Note that, 12:30 PM or so, a volunteer 
from Brandeis University is studying the suspect’s Table of Contents. Then, 3:20 PM, MSSGDP. It’s 
probably the Russians who have commanded Homeland Security CO chief to remotely control the 
suspect to do this – just one more evidence to keep themselves afloat for a few more days and lock up 
the previous ICJ trial for the time being. Note then also that the SS women seem to have an agenda 
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about “The Cheney Plan” today. (Did the Boss’ family make another complaint about the suspect today 
to the Secret Service in order to temporarily prevent the CIA from reactivating the previous ICJ trial?) 
12:30 PM, a visit to “The Cheney Plan” from Philadelphia. Then, 5:49 and 6:21 PM, two visits to “The 
Cheney Plan” from pdfdrive.net. The 6:21 PM volunteer is very likely a friend of Ekaterina’s in South 
Korea: Korea Telecom, Seoul, South Korea,

125.131.108.177 - - [24/Jan/2017:19:21:02 -0700] "GET /cheneyplanintro/cheneyplanintrob.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 741042 "http://www.pdfdrive.com/the-cheney-plan-cias-war-the-neoconservatives-and-the-
d27746704.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPad; CPU OS 10_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.3.12 (KHTML,
like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14C92 Safari/602.1"

On 25 January, “Penelope Gate” breaks out in France: Fillon is in trouble. Did the Russians command 
Homeland Security CO chief to run operations to ruin Marine’s principal competitor? Since they are 
losing, this would be their one last desperate attempt to help the National Front. Meanwhile the SS 
women will continue to mobilize their volunteers to visit and report on images and chapters on the 
suspect’s website.  Then, 2:20 PM, the suspect is having his weekly session with Wes. Note that the 
suspect’s admission that he is obstructing Russia’s cause in action while speaking for Russia’s cause in 
words might become evidence in the ICJ in Russia’s favor – that he indeed hates whatever he loves at 
the same time. The Russians would then presumably interpret in this light the suspect’s defense of 
Russia and Putin in the latter part of the conversation. The Russians might be able to use this new 
evidence to temporarily hold off the ICJ judgment convicting them. When Wes, however, asks the 
suspect to think about how his reconstruction might change the future, the CIA is trying to obtain 
evidence to prevent him from saving the Russians when he shall reconstruct up to the point where the 
CIA began counter-suing Russia last September. However, the suspect doesn’t get the point but says, “I 
might not know the future because it has changed, but at least I will know the past.” The CIA is thus as 
yet unable to obtain an ICJ judgment to preempt the suspect’s ruining their case in the future.

Conversation with Wes (25.01.2017)

The suspect is connected with Wes on 3:22:00. (1) He is overwhelmed. (2) Surprisingly, this ICJ trial 
will not end with a judgment requiring the US to compensate the National Front. (3) The suspect feels 
empty: the cause he wants to fight for always wants him dead. Yet he needs a cause in order to feel life 
is meaningful. There are no other causes. Russia is the “mother of all causes”. It would be nice if the 
suspect can find continuity in his doings. Right now he is obstructing Russia’s cause, and yet he speaks 
for Russia. The SS women are helping Russia, and yet Kiersten is cultivating an anti-Trump and anti-
Russia persona on her Twitter page. (4) The current ICJ trial is orchestrated only to replace evidences 
from the previous ICJ trial. The suspect’s harming Russia right now is the evidence to be taken 
backward in time. (Since this is a wrong scenario, the Russians might use this as a second evidence to 
demonstrate that there might be some truth in the Homeland Security warning about the suspect after 
all: that he might really be insane.) (5) Why the suspect wants to fight for a cause: to get both himself 
recognized and his cause realized. He also likes “negative recognition”. As for Kiersten, whenever she 
fights for a cause, it is purely to get people to admire her, she has never any interest in the cause itself. 
But the suspect is not going to fight for a cause that is the opposite of his ideal. (6) The suspect is not 
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going to stand there like a piece of wood while everything just flies over his head. (7) The suspect gives
a summary of Honneth’s argument again. “I’m also fighting for recognition: to be recognized as equal 
to everybody else and be given equal access to the common knowledge.” (The CIA might use this as 
evidence to prove that the suspect is quite intellectual and not the sort of charlatan which Homeland 
Security has described.) (8) The Mormon church. (9) About the anti-Trump protest in the past weekend:
“They don’t know what they are doing, and yet they don’t know that. There is a strong current of 
hypocrisy running through their struggle, they really just want to rule, things are not as they seem... The
oppressed, when they get into power, will turn out to be even worse oppressors...” (Right! As you shall 
indeed see!) (10) Maybe the suspect’s speculations about BOL are correct after all, for, because of this 
ICJ trial, there has occurred a power shift in the US national security Establishment, Homeland 
Security’s operational unit is convicted, and the CIA is becoming the master in the American domain. 
(Well, sort of.) (11) Why is Wes anti-Russia now? Why does Wes like Clinton? Why doesn’t he like 
Trump? “I still believe BOL might have wanted Trump to become the president because of the values 
he represents.” (Wrong!)

On 26 January, there are more visits to the suspect’s website than usual. The SS women continue to 
mobilize their volunteers (images and chapters). 8:46 AM, another visit to “The Cheney Plan” (Pisa, 
Italy). The continuation of the focus on this essay since 24 January. (Again, Boss Cheney’s family’s 
complaint?) Notably, on 2:09 PM, Gaurav visits the suspect’s website (abhsia.telus.net, Edmonton, 
Alberta): 

75.155.53.177 - - [26/Jan/2017:15:09:29 -0700] "GET /prelude_F_5/prelude_F_5c.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
3498216 "https://www.google.ca/search?q=lawrence+chin+gaurav+singhmar&hl=en-
US&gws_rd=cr,ssl&ei=e3OKWPD5ONT6jwOKzKHIBA" "Mozilla/5.0 (BB10; Kbd) 
AppleWebKit/537.35+ (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.3.2.2639 Mobile Safari/537.35+" 
75.155.53.177 - - [26/Jan/2017:15:09:31 -0700] "GET /prelude_F_5/prelude_F_5c.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
3460683 "https://www.google.ca/search?q=lawrence+chin+gaurav+singhmar&hl=en-
US&gws_rd=cr,ssl&ei=e3OKWPD5ONT6jwOKzKHIBA" "Mozilla/5.0 (BB10; Kbd) 
AppleWebKit/537.35+ (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.3.2.2639 Mobile Safari/537.35+"

He is using the same phone as he did on 10 April last year. Obviously, the SS women, desperate over 
Russia’s loss in the ICJ since 18 January, have asked Gaurav today to make another complaint to 
Google saying the suspect is harassing him by putting his name together with the suspect’s on Google’s
search results. This, in order to help the Russians “revive” the ICJ trial – but actually in order to help 
them prevent the CIA from convicting them in the current ICJ trial and then reactivating the previous 
ICJ trial. (Because of this, we have to wonder whether the order to Gaurav in fact came down from the 
Boss himself.) The most bizarre thing is of course the fact that, when Gaurav does a search for his 
name, he has merely discovered the suspect’s logging of his search for his name the last time when the 
SS women asked him to do the same thing. Funny! In any case, this is the first time that the SS women 
would discover this new document. It would so anger them while bedazzling the Partisans: how did this
guy know about their operations behind his back? 

Take special note of the visit to the PP post on 7:48 PM: slid.la.charter.com, Slidell, Louisiana,
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24.179.53.43 - - [26/Jan/2017:20:48:05 -0700] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 
10_2_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/602.4.6 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0 Mobile/14D27 
Safari/602.1"

Is this the same Slidell volunteer who has played such a prominent role in the SS women’s operation 
last summer? (He was last seen on 12 September last year.) If so, his iPhone would have been updated 
from 9.3.5.18 Then, on 12:16 AM, it appears that a Partisan (abo.wanadoo.fr, Neuilly-le-Real) has come 
to fetch the new document himself which has caused such a stir among the SS women this afternoon:

90.63.159.181 - - [27/Jan/2017:01:16:03 -0700] "GET /prelude_F_5/prelude_F_5c.pdf HTTP/1.1" 200 
3498302 "https://www.google.fr/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:50.0) Gecko/20100101
Firefox/50.0"

This is presumably the same complaint on Gaurav’s behalf. Because, by the night of 29 January when 
the suspect does the same search, the document will have disappeared from Google’s search results, we
must suppose that Google has indeed accepted Gaurav’s complaint today so that, in the ICJ, there is 
now evidence to temporarily prevent the CIA from both convicting Russia in the current trial and 
reactivating the previous trial. Then, another visit from Cape Town, South Africa, to karinaftrwrd11.pdf
on 2 AM. Another complaint on behalf of the Boss?

On 27 January, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers (images and chapters: plagiarism). 
1:32 PM, a volunteer from Ecuador looks up “Ying and Yang, II”. 2:31 PM, Eva’s portrait (the Hague, 
Netherlands). 4:34 PM, the portrait of Shizuka (Durham, North Carolina). Just more attempts to 
“revive” the ICJ trial (more brainstorming as to how to prove to any law enforcement authority that the 
Homeland Security warning about the suspect is accurate). 4:30 PM, the suspect has met up with his 
new tutor Dorit in a Starbucks in Venice Beach. Strangely, around 7 PM or so, hours after the lesson 
has ended, Dorit sends the suspect a mysterious text message: “Just got here. Gray top and scarf.” Dorit
is evidently meeting with another student on 7 PM, and this text-message is really intended for the 
second student. Later events would indicate that the Russians, desperate to buy more time, have 
commanded Homeland Security CO chief to recruit Dorit as an informant against the suspect. We can 
then wonder whether the Russians have ordered (via Mr Homeland Security CO chief) Dorit to pretend 
to mistake the suspect’s phone number for the second student’s, so that they may present the 
monitoring of Dorit’s session with the second student as evidence of her session with the suspect. The 
second student must be a beginner, so that his poor German is now evidence in the ICJ confirming that 
the suspect doesn’t indeed know any German at all. Amazingly, there are no visits from the SS women 
to the suspect’s website between 8:30 PM and 2 AM. It’s possible that Homeland Security CO chief has
connected them with Dorit so that they can tell her what a dangerous, delusional, and women-hating 
stalker the suspect is. 

Now 28 January, a Saturday. Some time between 6 PM last night and 6 PM today, SDW would post 

18 Again, we suspect that this person is just Karin’s good friend Alexis de Bram.
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two new posts on her blog: (1) George Webb’s interview with Project Camelot (26.01.2017); (2) the 
letter of petition which the targeted individuals community has prepared for Donald Trump: 
“Memorandum on Domestic US Torture Programs Running Under Cover of Surveillance.”19 This is her
first postings since 14 January. As noted, SDW, along with the targeted individuals community, is in 
love with Trump and somehow really believes that Trump will stop the targeting of innocent people – 
unaware of how bizarre their petition would appear to Trump’s team even if the latter really gets to read
it. Meanwhile, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers today (plagiarism). (Note the visit 
to “PC Books” by a Los Alamitos volunteer on 11:37 AM.) As for the suspect, 8 PM, he has his lesson 
with the Missionary Sisters in the Visitors’ Center.20 Tonight’s lesson: being a good citizen. Then, at the 
end of the lesson, the Sisters film the suspect with their iPad. They say they intend to send the video 
home. They then take a picture together with the suspect. It’s very likely that it’s the Russians who have
commanded Homeland Security CO chief to order the Missionary Sisters to film the suspect. 
Homeland Security CO chief will then edit the video and the pictures before submitting them to the ICJ
as evidences. The edited video and pictures will be compared to the suspect’s images in past official 
records to prove that he is not really Lawrence Chin but Lawrence Chin’s twin brother. (Thus, that 
Homeland Security’s November 2007 warning is all correct.) Such contrary evidences will enable the 
Russians to survive a little longer in the ICJ (to both stay off the conviction in the current trial and 
prevent the CIA’s reactivation of the previous trial). Note however that the suspect, after the lesson, 
talks to a Mormon elder in German. This will be evidence in favor of the CIA instead.

On 29 January (a Sunday), the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to visit the suspect’s 
website. 5:08 AM, the portrait of Frauke. 9:39 AM, the same Ecuador volunteer from 27 January looks 
up “Ying and Yang, II” again. As for the suspect, he is with the Sisters at the Mormon church this 
morning (Sunday service). Then, around 4:30 PM, SDW’s TI friend Betty Dougia (who lives in 
Silsbee, Texas, but who is currently near Tampa, Florida) links the PP post from her Facebook page. 
She is obviously instructed by Homeland Security CO chief to do this. Many other TI friends of hers 
then come browsing over her Facebook. A certain Sofia LeGrande (Vancouver, British Columbia) is 
then instructed to find the PP post and, 5:35 PM, to make a comment on Betty’s Facebook: “This is 
misleading...” Several more people will come to Betty’s Facebook throughout the night. What are they 
doing? It must be the case that their rumors about the post will somehow end up in the ICJ as evidence 
supporting the SS women’s claim about the suspect’s delusions about their going after him. (Thus, 
more temporary evidence to save the Russians.) Meanwhile, from 6:30 PM onward, when the suspect is
at Elysee, he chats with Daniel for a long time.21 The conversation will again be evidence in favor of 

19 The never-ending bullshit from the fake targeted individuals so that they can not only discredit themselves, but also the 
real targeted individuals like the suspect who have usually kept their mouth shut.

20 In: “sisterslesson_1_28_17_743PM.MP3”: The suspect meets up with the Sisters on 18:00. The Sisters bring a tie to the
suspect. Housing and cigarettes. The topic of today: commandments. The suspect talks about breaking windows and 
being charged. Sister MLDND explains how the suspect has to wait for the probation to be over in order to be baptized. 
Jurisdictions in the Mormon church. The other Sister has friends doing missionary work in Germany. 1:04:00, the 
meeting over, Sister MLDND films the suspect with her iPad. Sister MLDND again claims she lives in Virginia and the 
other Sister lives in New Mexico. 1:09:00, another Brother speaks German to the suspect. Another Sister from Hong 
Kong. Sister MLDND speaks French again. 1:13:30, the suspect leaves with the Sisters and then bids them goodbye. 

21 In “elyseedaniel_1_29_17_630PM.MP3”: Daniel talks about how to make his students think. The dispute between 
Voltaire and Leibniz. Much about Voltaire, and then Descartes. Walt Whitman on American democracy. It’s only Daniel 
talking most of the time. About modernity, Zizek, and Ortega y Gasset. (Daniel mentions his fascination with Zizek for 
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the CIA. Strangely, tonight, the suspect begins to develop harmful intention toward Russia. This must 
be thanks to the Russians’ programming from the control center. Are the Russians preparing themselves
for the ultimate evidence that they are waiting for – the suspect’s realization of how the CIA is accusing
Russia of conspiring with the SS women since September last year? As for Kiersten, she would today 
retweet other people’s tweets 27 times – mostly rantings against Trump’s Muslim ban. She is still busy 
perfecting her persona as a champion of the victims of oppression and so anti-Trump. She does not 
want people to know the truth, that she is in love with Trump because she believes Trump will save her 
status as a “victim of male sexual aggression”. 

Betty’s posting of the PP post on her Facebook, 29.01.2017

On the early morning of 30 January, around 5 AM, Lingual Consultancy sends the suspect a job offer. 
Are the SS women and Homeland Security CO chief trying to trick the suspect again hoping to obtain 
evidence suggesting that the “David Chin” document is the suspect’s genuine confession? This 

the first time.) The suspect then talks about his desire to combine Ortega y Gasset with critical theory and change 
critical theory to a sort of elitist theory. Postmodernism as a continuation of modernism (in the sense that, from one to 
the other, the common people have simply become increasingly idolized). The suspect expresses his position: when 
dumb people are poor, let them be poor – since they are so worthless. Daniel laughs. The suspect then mentions Leo 
Strauss, and Daniel does know him. The suspect: any catering to the dumb masses will result in self-destruction, but 
Daniel has a more moderate position. 41:10, Daniel does not believe people are getting dumber. How Latin became 
French when people made too many grammatical mistakes, and Daniel doesn’t think the common speech such as seen 
in chats on Facebook is really degenerate, nor does he think Abstract Expressionism is bad art. More discussion about 
grammar. 1:22:10, Spengler. 1:33:00, the conversation suddenly stops and the suspect goes back inside. 2:02:00, Daniel 
is gone.
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afternoon, the suspect would put in his Taiwanese passport at the Taiwanese consulate for renewal. 
What a coincidence: he does this because his passport will expire in March, and yet this will be a 
perfect opportunity for the Russian side to gather evidence that he is not Lawrence Chin. Meanwhile, 
the SS women continue to mobilize volunteers to visit the suspect’s website throughout the whole day 
(images and chapters). 2:38 PM, “Timeline-2-14” is called up on pdfdrive.net. Then, at night, the 
suspect will be engaged in a long chat with Daniel again at Elysee, about Alt-Right and Nick Land’s 
“Dark Enlightenment”. More evidence in the CIA’s favor? Then, 12:35 AM, Betty (Tampa, Florida) 
looks up the PP post again. (It’s 3:35 AM in Florida and she’s still awake.) Then, 1:31 AM, a volunteer 
from Hercules, California, looks up “TimelinePart-VIII” (“gang-stalked in Contra Costa County and 
Richmond”). The SS women and their volunteers are apparently working on the PP post all night 
tonight. They are evidently working hard on producing better proofs that Homeland Security is – and 
so are they – all right about the suspect: that the suspect does in fact suffer from delusions about their 
going after him (in order to help Russia “revive” the ICJ trial, according to their understanding). 

On 4:34 AM, 31 January, another visit to “The Cheney Plan”. The SS women will again spend the 
whole day mobilizing their volunteers to report on the suspect’s plagiarism (or to brainstorm how to 
report such). It should be noted that a Perth volunteer has been looking at sacrifice.html everyday since 
28 January. 4 times already! When he comes today on 2:41 PM, he also looks up appendix.html, 
germaninvasion.html, the Table of Contents, and HT-contribution. He spends more than an hour on the 
suspect’s website today. Probably brainstorming. Thus the SS women are working hard again to save 
Russia’s case in the ICJ and the Homeland Security warning with law enforcement. As for the suspect, 
after a tiring day, he would chat with Daniel again in Elysee tonight – all about “Dark Enlightenment” 
and Trump. 

February, 2017

On 1 February, a Wednesday, as the SS women continue to send volunteers to the suspect’s website, on 
2:03 PM, they send the Perth volunteer for the fifth time. He looks up HT-contribution and the Table of 
Contents again. He is still brainstorming. Meanwhile, the suspect is connected with Wes on 2:27 PM. 
Strangely, his recorder is messed up – he seems to have pressed a wrong button on it – so that the 
beginning of this conversation is not recorded. Here are the details: 

Conversation with Wes (01.02.2017)

(1) The US could convict the FN of conspiracy with the SS women as terrorists. It would seem that the 
FN has lost the ICJ trial last Wednesday, and that the SS women are now trying to save them, hence 
they started a new phase of operation on Friday, to disprove the TMU’s profile of them and to prove 
that their profile of the suspect is correct. (All the wrong scenarios!) (2) Are the Russians going to 
lower his TestDaf score again? (3) His thinking about how the current ICJ trial is a consequence of the 
previous ICJ trial might have been wrong. Maybe BOL wants Trump to be in power in order for him to 
be destroyed. The current ICJ trial is merely to replace evidences. The point of the whole show is to 
collect the evidence that he is not helping Russia. Perhaps this is its sole purpose. (Bullshit.) Then, Wes 
asks the suspect to call back in 15 minutes because he has a guest in his office (7:30). (The suspect has 
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misheard him as saying “50 minutes”.)

The suspect is at the storage, and then is reconnected with Wes on 49:00. (1) The SS women get 
updates from the FN about the progress of the current ICJ trial, while he’s not getting any updates from 
anyone. This is of course not really true: the Russians, the FN, and Homeland Security CO chief might 
provide hints to the SS women, but, because they are “terrorists”, they can’t reveal to them that they 
have been labeled “terrorists” and are dragging everyone they are helping down the waters with them. 
(2) The suspect is not sure whether he can succeed with TestDaf. (3) His wrong scenarios about the PP 
post. The SS women staged a show during the weekend, as if SDW’s friends had “accidentally” 
discovered the PP post. (4) The suspect’s fatigue from homelessness, and the high rent everywhere. (5) 
The suspect reiterates his wrong scenario: the SS women are trying to prove that their profile of him is 
correct in order to save the FN. It doesn’t seem that the current ICJ trial will end in a judgment 
requiring everyone to help the FN come to power. He has wasted the past 9 years with this ICJ trial 
business. Maybe there exists indeed BOL’s sustainable civilization program. (6) About the Mormon 
church. Chastity. He would not be allowed to masturbate. (7) The suspect is done with Honneth’s book.
(8) About Daniel. The Alt-Right. And Trump’s plan. (9) Wes has a different opinion about Trump: he 
believes he’s on a reality TV show. (Is Wes hinting at something?) (10) Nick Land. (11) SDW might 
want to file a civil lawsuit against the suspect on the basis of the PP post in order to produce evidence 
favorable for the Russian side in the ICJ. (Not!) (12) What if the suspect can’t get into German 
universities? He doesn’t want to wander the streets for the rest of his life. (13) Wes again suggests that 
he should ignore the SS women. Should he just be a dummy? (14) The discussion about Wes’ broken 
phone service.

Once again, the suspect’s correct conception that the United States is trying to convict the National 
Front or the Russian side of conspiring with “terrorists” which the SS women are convinces the 
Russians that their correct course of action is to wait it out – wait for the suspect to reconstruct the 
details of the CIA’s countersuit last September. As for now, they can’t yet accuse the CIA of conspiring 
with the suspect to send the SS women to conspire with them because the suspect hasn’t yet figured out
the details. This is also why the CIA continues to instruct Wes to dissuade the suspect from 
reconstructing.  

Now, after the suspect’s conversation with Wes, 6:30 PM, the SS women seem to be checking over his 
Facebook messages between 17 and 13 January. There are then fewer visits to his website after 8 PM. 
Are the SS women busy with something tonight? Are they analyzing the suspect’s conversation with 
Wes this afternoon?

On 5:43 AM, 2 February, a certain “jia-mis3” sends the suspect a message on Interpals. This profile is 
however immediately deleted. Is this related to the SS women’s operation? Perhaps the Russians have 
commanded Homeland Security CO chief to create a fake profile from which to communicate with the 
suspect but which he is then ordered to quickly eliminate in order to prevent the suspect from finding 
out what evidences have been produced. If this is the case, the “jia-mis3” profile probably confirms the 
SS women’s profile that the suspect hates whatever he loves and intends to conspire with Russia in 
order to convict Russia. Then, 5:53 AM, a visit to “PC Books” (Michigan). 11:52 AM, “TimelinePart-
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X-9” (Michigan again). 2:49 PM, the Perth volunteer comes again (HT-contribution and 
thermex2.html). 3:25 PM, the SS women’s volunteer collects one of the suspect’s external links pages 
(academylinks.html) onto LV Internal. Why? Evidently to confirm a certain aspect of the Homeland 
Security warning about the suspect when faulty surveillance shall have confused the volunteer with the 
suspect himself. 7:30 PM, MSSGDP. This would be another evidence entered into the ICJ to 
temporarily keep the Russian side afloat there. 12:09 AM, another “vik-kim3” sends the suspect a 
message on Interpals. Again, the profile is immediately deleted. This is probably another Homeland 
Security operation to produce evidence confirming that the suspect is indeed a Russian agent (to frame 
Russia). The Russian side has probably saved themselves for a few more days with these two fake 
Interpals messages today.

Now, 3 February. On 8:39 AM, another visit to “The Cheney Plan” from Algeria. It must be either to 
confirm the same story which the SS women have made up about this essay or because the Boss’ 
family is doing their best again to confirm the accuracy of the Homeland Security warning about the 
suspect. As for the suspect, on 2 PM, he meets with Dorit for the second time. 2:58 PM, the Perth 
volunteer comes again (HT-contribution and thermex2.html). 5 PM, the suspect meets with the 
Missionary Sisters in the Visitors’ Center. They together watch a movie about Joseph Smith.22 After 6 
PM, the SS women seem to be busy with something: very few visits. Are they communicating with the 
Missionary Sisters? After 11 PM, they have resumed operation. 11:48 PM, a visit to “fake meetup 
profiles” (Richmond, Australia). Evidence of the suspect’s impersonation? 3:28 AM, a visit to “Political
Correctness as Culture Industry” (Curitiba, Brazil). Probably in order to discount the CIA’s “essential 
evidence” back in April last year.

On 5:51 AM, 4 February (a Saturday), a Partisan (south of France) checks out the recordings and 
videos from 16.05.2010. The Partisan is probably here to help the SS women make a stronger case that 
their confidentiality must be respected because the suspect has violated their privacy in these 
recordings (has had the habit of recording people clandestinely and then putting up the recordings on 
his website). (These recordings are in fact inconsequential.) Does this mean that the SS women are 
trying to persuade the TSA to reconsider their case? 6:44 AM, VeriCite (a plagiarism detector) craws 
the suspect’s chapter “Victim Feminism”. Is this related to the SS women’s operation? 3:08 PM, the 
Perth volunteer shows up again (HT-contribution and thermex2.html). He is presumably asked to 
continue to brainstorm how to prove that the suspect does plagiarize. 3:24 AM, a visit to 
capra7777.html from UC San Diego. 

On the morning of 5 February, between 9:44 and 11:05 AM, up to 5 volunteers (including one in 
Germany) are making a big fuss over Betty’s Facebook and the PP post linked from there. This is 
evidently evidence to keep the Russian side temporarily afloat in the ICJ (both in the current and in the 
previous ICJ trial). On 12:41 PM and then on 4:24 PM, another Schenectady volunteer is making a big 

22 In: “Sistersmovie_2_3_17_431PM.MP3”: On the bus. Sister MLDND calls. 47:00, off the bus. 1:02:00, the suspect 
meets up with the Sisters. He’s nervous about whether he is doing the right thing. His upcoming trip and smoking 
schedule. 1:21:30, a movie about Joseph Smith. 2:32:00, the movie over, a little more discussion about Joseph Smith 
and being a prophet in general. The suspect confesses he always wants to be like Joseph Smith. The oldest and the 
newest church (Orthodox vs. Mormon). 
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fuss over the PP post. 4:49 PM, another visit to the PP post from the Netherlands. 5:50 PM, another 
volunteer from McKinney, Texas, is Googling either “LC Donald Trump” or “LC Los Angeles” to 
arrive at “Prelude-D4K”. Are the SS women trying to convince the Trump team to re-enter the race? (In
any case, probably to convince the TSA that the Homeland Security warning about the suspect is 
correct – that the suspect does indeed constantly develop delusions about famous people.) 9:24 PM, a 
visit to Shizuka’s portrait (oc.oc.cox.net, Mission Viejo, California). A complaint on behalf of Ms 
Kudo?23 

68.228.94.200 - - [05/Feb/2017:22:24:48 -0700] "GET /gallery/kudoshizuka1988.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
218052 "https://www.google.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_12_3) AppleWebKit/
602.4.8 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/10.0.3 Safari/602.4.8"

Tonight, while in Elysee, the suspect will read portions of Alexander Dugin’s The Fourth Political 
Theory. Could this be evidence in favor of the Russians? (The suspect’s supposed “obsession” with 
Russia.) 2:38 AM, a visit to the “Tang dress” (Singapore): a complaint on behalf of Robin?

Now, 6 February. 4:36 AM, a visit to TIH summary page 2 from Sweden. Then, on 7:41 AM, a very 
special volunteer from the Dublin Institute of Technology:

147.252.48.191 - - [06/Feb/2017:08:41:12 -0700] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/capra.html 
HTTP/1.1" 200 11832 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; MotoG3 Build/MPIS24.107-55-2-5) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/46.0.2490.76 Mobile Safari/537.36"

The suspect will from now on always assume this is the computer engineer behind all the Eircom 
indexing. (Really?) Then, from 10:25 AM onward, it’s the volunteer from the Lincoln Center for 
Performing Arts, looking up aztec.html and the TIH and the SCI Table of Contents. Whenever he 
comes, it’s a sign that the Russian side is not doing well and that the SS women are trying to save their 
case, thus asking their “expert guy” to brainstorm – how exactly to prove to the authority that the 
suspect does plagiarize. 

172.56.18.136 - - [06/Feb/2017:11:25:25 -0700] "GET /scientificenlightenment1/aztec.html HTTP/1.1"
200 12455 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 5.1.1; 5065N Build/LMY47V) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/54.0.2840.85 Mobile Safari/537.36" 
….

On 5:30 PM, Karin is hosting her Any Language and Culture meetup. For the rest of the day, the SS 
women continue to send volunteers to visit chapters and images on the suspect’s website, probably 
partly to report on them and partly to brainstorm. As for the suspect, after an upsetting day, he chats 
briefly with Daniel in Elysee tonight.

On 7 February, by 11 AM, SDW would have posted a new blog post “RISS” on her blog. She would 
then post 3 more messages on her Facebook group, between 3:55 and 4:30 PM. It is perhaps to 

23 Since it’s a MAC, we assume this is not the suspect’s cousin Cindy. 
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strengthen the SS women’s case that SDW wants law enforcement surveillance to intercept the suspect 
cyberstalking her. On 4:06 PM, she also sends a volunteer from the UK to fetch the document 
“Suffering Woman”. She is most likely adding another complaint about the suspect’s harassment and 
stalking of her to the piles of complaints already existing at the TSA. Also, in the afternoon, the suspect
comes to the Taiwanese consulate again to show them his US passport as they have demanded. The 
Russians are probably waiting on this piece of evidence. Then, 7:17 PM, the Lincoln Center volunteer 
comes again to look up the Table of Contents. Is he still brainstorming how to prove to the TSA that the
suspect does plagiarize? 7:46 PM, a German volunteer is checking “Frauke” on Bing: no, he finds only 
the portraits of Marion, Marine, and Sahra. Microsoft has maintained the removal of the suspect’s 
portrait of Frauke from Bing’s search results. Is this a confirmation for the TSA that Homeland Security
is all right about the suspect? Is this evidence in favor of the Russians in the ICJ? Meanwhile, the SS 
women continue to mobilize other volunteers to file, or brainstorm how to file, complaints about the 
suspect’s plagiarism.

Now, 8 February. 5:50 AM, a strange visit from Zhejiang, China, to “Frankfurt and Brussels”. We have 
to wonder here whether this is one of the Chinese agents whom the suspect has met in Shanghai in 
January 2008 and whom the MSS now instructs to help Russia by making a false report to the TSA 
about the suspect’s gross insanity (always believing the people he meets are secret agents). 
Significantly, 1:27 PM, Dorit sends a text message to the suspect: she wants the suspect’s email address
in order to send him a few materials for his test. This is obviously bullshit: the Russians must have 
commanded Homeland Security CO chief to order Dorit to solicit the suspect’s Gmail address in order 
to be able to submit the “David Chin” document to the TSA as proof that the suspect is indeed 
impersonating himself and uses computers to forge translation work. The suspect notices that 
something is up, and so gives her only his Yahoo email address. This, however, would enable the SS 
women to prove to the TSA that the suspect has indeed been cyberstalking Karin. On 2:47 PM, the 
suspect is connected with Wes (from 48:00 onward in the recording). Note that the suspect’s growing 
understanding of the relationship between Kerry’s negotiation last summer and his ICJ case must be 
disheartening to the CIA. The Russians are waiting for the whole package, and the suspect is almost 
there. He has so far: (1) Kerry’s negotiation; and (2) Russia’s current attempt to prevent the National 
Front’s conviction. The Russians are waiting for him to understand the relationship between the two 
and the intermediate details. Secondly, note the suspect’s confession that his mind-control torture has 
slightly resumed, although so slightly that it’s not causing him too much problems. In order to keep 
themselves afloat in the ICJ while waiting for the suspect to reconstruct, the Russians begin to consider 
whether they should hurt him in order to provoke him to violence which would then be evidence to 
temporarily confirm that the SS women’s claims about him as dangerous are correct. But, heeding the 
“filter” inside the computer, they are afraid to do it lest they should suffer bad consequences later on.

Conversation with Wes (08.02.2017)

(1) The suspect is mistaken: the SS women are still debating with the Secret Service about whether 
their profile of him is correct. He hasn’t yet figured out that it’s now the TSA. Then he is correct: 
“Maybe the Russian side is now working to prevent the FN from being convicted.... By now it’s 
virtually impossible for the Russian side to win unless confidentiality is respected.” (2) About Fillon’s 
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scandal (the Penelope Gate). Will the FN really win the election? Is it related to him? Mr Homeland 
Security CO chief under Russian command. The US negotiation with Russia in August last year over 
Syria: to get rid of Homeland Security’s and NULND’s conviction. (3) “This trial is solely to replace 
evidences in order to secure the judgment from the previous ICJ trial.” (Wrong.) If the suspect’s 
speculation on BOL is correct, the judgment is about cultural programs, about sustainable civilization; 
if not, it’s about Russia’s geopolitical interests. Everybody in the US national security Establishment 
will of course think the suspect is completely mistaken here (has misinterpreted the current happening 
because of his incorrect preconceptions). But, in reality, the suspect is correct about something – the 
Invisible Hand and BOL do have a program together that nobody knows about. (4) The SS women 
don’t seem to grasp the hopelessness of their project. (Right!) (5) NULND has left the State 
Department. (6) TestDaf is next Tuesday, and the suspect is not studying well. He doubts whether he is 
doing the right thing. The bad weather in Europe, and so on. His difficulty in finding housing. (7) The 
first ICJ trial has run from November 2007 to September 2015 – almost 8 years. This current ICJ trial 
could run for a very long time in order to replace the previous one. (All wrong!) (8) Kiersten’s Secret 
Society has also been in existence for 5 years. (In fact, it’s more like 6 years.) Such an enormous 
campaign to ban a website! Approximately 30,000 false reports so far. The suspect is the most detested 
person in human history. (Right! Never before in human history have so many people gathered together
to fret over one “stalker”.) (9) Marine might really win in France. (10) Alexander Dugin, and those 
professors in Frankfurt. But they are fanatical about America. (11) What Wes has been reading. 
Mysticism. On civil society. (12) Many studies have shown that anti-depressants are no better than 
placebos. (13) The suspect’s website is in fact more secure in the US, protected by US geopolitical 
interests. (Right!) (14) He hopes he is not doing things to make his life worse. He is clearly an 
extraneous person to this society. (15) The SS women get instructions from the FN about what to do, 
but he doesn’t. It’s unfair. (16) He is still correcting his Secret History writings. Why are there so many 
mistakes? (17) His torture has slightly resumed. He is more irritable lately. His computer malfunctions 
more often than before. (18) The media is biased against Trump. The symbiotic relationship between 
Trump and the media. The suspect in fact enjoys being reported by the SS women if it weren’t for the 
fact that it costs him so much time. Negative publicity is better than no publicity. Trump is building his 
own brand. The suspect is so detestable, and that’s why everyone he supports wants him dead. About 
picking his nose in the restaurant. (19) The suspect’s heroes: Joseph Smith and Donald Trump. (20) The
suspect wants more oracles. (21) The suspect has improved his German, but can’t be expected to do 
well on the test, for he can’t hear and write at the same time. (22) Wes on multitasking. (23) The 
suspect: “If I say to them ‘I love you’, they will kill me.” Wes: “And if you say ‘I hate you’, they will 
say, ‘Oh, good!’”

On 4:45 PM, the suspect meets with Dorit for the third time in the Starbucks on Main Street.24 The 
lesson goes especially bad. The suspect can’t speak any German at all. The Russians are commanding 
Homeland Security CO chief to remotely control the suspect to be especially inhibited in order to 
obtain another evidence confirming the SS women’s profile of him as uneducated and a charlatan. 
Early evening, when the suspect is chatting with Daniel in Elysee, he complains: “I can only read 

24 In: “dorit_2_8_17_420PM.MP3”: (Reviewed from 27:00 onward.) 34:00, Dorit here. This recording is mostly 
unintelligible. From 1:50:00 onward, intelligible. 2:04:30, the suspect is upset because he knows he can’t pass the test. 
“I don’t know why I’m so dumb.” The lesson is over.
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German, but can’t speak it.”25 He is here again understating his ability because he’s frustrated and 
wants to berate himself. However, the Russians would use this as evidence against him. They would 
use the evidences they have obtained today about the suspect’s supposed poor German to keep 
themselves afloat in the ICJ while waiting for his reconstruction.

Meanwhile, the SS women have spent another day reporting, or brainstorming how to report, the 
suspect for plagiarism. 3:32 AM, there is a round of VeriCite checking for the second time: 
culturalfeminism.html; actorinir2.pdf; yuexer3.html; and exper3.html. It’s not clear whether this is 
related to the SS women’s operation.

On the morning of 9 February, the VeriCite checking continues. 4:23 AM, VeriCite: thermhchapter5. 
html. 4:47 AM, a visit to TimlinePart-IIR from Edinburgh, UK: evidently to report on the suspect’s 
delusions about his women victims’ going after him. 4:50 AM, VeriCite again: holywh.html. 1:21 PM, 
the volunteer from 2 February collects again academylinks.html onto LV Internal. This volunteer from 
the Philippines then looks up the front page of the suspect’s website. Then it seems that, after another 
day of brainstorming as to how to falsely report the suspect for plagiarism, the SS women are taking a 
long break from 8 PM onward. Around 11:27 PM, a volunteer notifies them that the suspect has just 
posted something new on his Facebook, and they come to take a look. Perhaps they have got a reply 
early evening from the TSA saying their “testimonies” have been rejected again and their help is no 
longer needed. And so they are now brainstorming for solutions. 

On the morning of 10 February, 9:07 AM, the SS women again look at the suspect’s Facebook. Is there 
any way to persuade the TSA to reconsider their case? They will then spend the rest of the day 
continuing to mobilize their volunteers to report on, or brainstorm how to report on, the suspect’s 
plagiarism. As for the suspect, 3:30 PM, he has his lesson with Dorit: this time it is excellent. He 
describes to her somewhat what will become his “leftist conservatism”. 

After midnight, the suspect goes to sleep by the abandoned theater south of Wilshire and Westwood. An
old homeless white man – supposedly a regular in the area – comes over and wants to beat him up.26 
This is too suspicious: we have to assume that it’s the Russians who have commanded Homeland 
Security CO chief to program this man to come provoke the suspect into a fight – in order to intercept 
some temporary evidence into the ICJ confirming the SS women’s (Angelica’s) claim that the suspect 
is physically dangerous. After the TSA’s rejection of the SS women’s appeal yesterday, the CIA is again
ready to convict the Russians in the current case while reactivating the previous ICJ trial at the same 
time. The Russians desperately need some temporary evidence to keep themselves afloat inside the ICJ 
for the time being. 

On 11 February, the suspect would spend the whole day in the motel. He is showering and so on to get 

25 In: “elyseedaniel_2_8_17_859PM.MP3”: Immediately, with Daniel. The suspect’s lamentation about his poor language 
skill. Daniel was once accepted by New School. Trump’s new “Secretary of Education”. Dugin. Daniel’s dissertation. 
11:00, done, and back inside. Nothing more.

26 In: “slphmlessmanattack_2_11_17_1145PM.MP3”: The suspect sleeps. 2:40:50, commotion – what’s going on? The 
homeless man in question? 2:53:00, the homeless man again? 2:57:00, again. He starts hustling the suspect. As the 
suspect calls 911, he leaves. 3:26:30, he’s back. Nothing in the rest of the recording. (Reviewed until 5:26:00.)
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ready for his flight. As for the SS women, they spend the whole day continuing to brainstorm how to 
prove to the TSA that the suspect did plagiarize. (Again, as long as there is the slightest truth in their 
testimonies about the suspect, the Russians can keep themselves afloat in the ICJ.) Now note this visit 
to the PP post on 4:35 PM: pools.spcsdns.net, La Puente, California,

99.204.64.186 - - [11/Feb/2017:17:35:48 -0700] "GET /2012/61812-39.png HTTP/1.1" 200 225868 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=260320.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; 
SAMSUNG SM-G900P Build/MMB29M) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
SamsungBrowser/4.0 Chrome/44.0.2403.133 Mobile Safari/537.36"

This volunteer is here to brainstorm how to prove to the TSA that the suspect does develop delusions 
about his women victims’ going after him, but we must recall the last La Puente volunteer from 5 
September last year. Then, strangely, between 8:40 PM and 1:30 AM, the SS women seem to be on 
break. Since the suspect’s flight is within two days and the Russians have pretty much lost their case in 
the ICJ, it’s possible that the SS women are trying to save them by going to meet with the TSA BDOs 
to explain to them the danger which the suspect poses. Dr P, again, would be like: “I’m a licensed 
psychologist, and he used to be my patient. I have expertise on him. He is very dangerous because of 
his severe mental illness...” She has been serving for years as an expert psychoanalyst of this racist, 
misogynist, antisemitic, schizophrenic, plagiarizing, computer-hacking, and impersonating terrorist 
stalker of women for law enforcement agencies, politicians, and foreign dignitaries – and now she is 
again excited. However, the TSA BDOs have already been warned by the CIA that this woman is a 
fraud. Nevertheless, the SS women’s fuss over nothing is evidence in the ICJ to temporarily keep the 
Russian side afloat.

On 12 February, the suspect is out of the motel in the morning and is going to the LAX airport at night. 
Since 5 PM last night, SDW has posted a new post on her blog: “Shameless Torture in the Age of 
Electronic Warfare. WBB Talks to Ramola D.” Does she want to reinforce her gang’s testimonies from 
last night by getting law enforcement to intercept the suspect cyberstalking her? The SS women then 
continue to mobilize their volunteers to send reports about the suspect’s plagiarism to the TSA. Note 
that, 2:29 PM, a volunteer using a proxy visits “Poisonous Friends, I”. The SS women are evidently 
making another report to the TSA about the suspect’s severe delusions about their involvement in 
government conspiracies to go after him. (“See, our testimonies are correct! The Homeland Security 
warning is valid!”) 4:11 PM, they seem to be looking at the suspect’s Facebook discovering his new 
post on Prof. Fraser.27 (This will become significant later on.) 8:57 PM, the Missionary Sisters call the 
suspect wanting to know the size of his waist. The suspect replies “30” or “31”. He is dimly aware that 
this is to gather evidence that he is impersonating his own twin brother, but can’t understand why. He 
has difficulty in grasping the fact that the Sisters have already been recruited by Homeland Security CO
chief and are not aware that they are working for the Russians. While the SS women’s commotion with 
the TSA last night is temporarily keeping the Russians afloat in the ICJ, the Russians of course know 
that, tomorrow, the suspect will not cause any problem on the flight and thus will discredit Dr P 
altogether. They are here to obtain another evidence to keep themselves afloat since the records that are
in the Russians’ hand about him are from years ago, when the suspect was a lot thinner. 1:57 AM, the 

27 “How feminism became capitalism’s handmaiden – and how to reclaim it”, The Guardian. 
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SS women seem to be looking at the suspect’s Facebook again. It’s not clear whether they are 
attempting to contact Prof. Fraser just yet. 

On the morning of 13 February, the suspect is on the plane going to Chicago. He arrives there on 3:30 
PM local time, or 1:30 PM Pacific Standard Time. The fact that he has arrived without incident is, as 
noted, not good news for the Russians, even though it’s expected. As for the SS women, they seem to 
have decided that, after trying so hard to convince the TSA that the suspect is insane and so on, they 
must today mobilize all their resources to prove that the suspect is a plagiarizer. If they can demonstrate
that the Homeland Security warning about the suspect contains even the slightest truth, then the 
Russians can continue their debate in the ICJ and the women victims themselves can keep their victim 
status. 5:42 AM, the SS women again ask their volunteer to forge evidence to prove that the suspect has
indeed plagiarized. Then, throughout the day, the SS women would mobilize their volunteers to make 
more than a dozen false reports about the suspect’s plagiarism to the TSA (along with reports about his 
expressing delusions about their going after him). 12:31 PM, a volunteer from Switzerland looks up the
suspect’s portraits of President Xi and Geert. 12:12 AM, another report about the portrait of President 
Xi. 
 
Today, 14 February, the suspect is to take TestDaf. He is at the Goethe Institute by 8 AM. Something is 
up. It seems that both sides have sent in agents to confirm that the suspect is indeed taking the test. 
Notably, there is a Russian girl taking the test who speaks perfect English and German. Afterwards, the 
suspect hangs out with Ben. At one point, he discusses the world’s energy supply problem with him. As
for the SS women's operation today: 5:34 AM, Ichen sends the suspect a job offer via ProZ: merely a 
message with no IP address. (Syracuse, New York. Solten Group.) Have the SS women warned their 
sender not to expose his IP address? They are probably still trying to help the Russian side obtain 
evidence that the “David Chin” document is indeed the suspect’s genuine confession. They then 
continue to spend tremendous effort trying to prove to the TSA that the suspect is indeed a plagiarizer 
as well. Their volunteers must have sent in more than two dozen testimonies. (Note especially the 
efforts by the University of Toronto and the University of Illinois volunteers to report on 
cosmicdance2.jpg.) 11:35 PM, the SS women also check on the suspect’s Facebook again (“Kraft der 
Gedanken” and Prof. Fraser’s article).

On the early morning of 15 February, the suspect returns to Los Angeles on Spirit Flight. He would 
experience a very frustrating day. He can’t stay in storage after 12 PM (closed) and Wes is not in the 
office today. When he is resting in Ackerman in the afternoon, the lady at the Taiwanese consulate calls
him to inform him that they will disconnect his Taiwanese passport from his US passport and dispose 
of his overseas citizen status. The suspect wonders whether it is because the Russians have contacted 
the Taiwanese consulate and made a big fuss about it (Is the “Lawrence” on the Taiwanese passport 
really the same “Lawrence” on the US passport?) that the consulate staff has decided to do this. Then, 
at night, when the suspect is in Elysee, he has a long chat with Daniel: about Gadamer, Badiou, Joseph 
Smith, and history. It’s again the CIA’s evidence that the suspect doesn’t fit the SS women’s 
testimonies, and Homeland Security’s warning, about him.

Today is a momentous day because, after the suspect has landed in Los Angeles without incident, the 
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TSA, under the CIA’s instruction, removes the suspect from their watchlist. This, despite the SS 
women’s effort today to convince the TSA that the suspect did indeed plagiarize. (Note especially the 
volunteers’ effort with standardmodeldrell.gif this morning.) The TSA BDOs might have informed the 
SS women (especially Dr P) about this. This is of course entered into evidence in the ICJ so that, once 
again, the ICJ issues a judgment declaring Homeland Security’s (the SS women’s) profile of the suspect
to be incorrect. That is, a judgment declaring Russia and its allies to have conspired with the SS women
(a bunch of terrorists) in the current case and enabling the CIA to reactivate the previous ICJ trial in the
previous case. As the Russian side is being convicted, the Russians would of course continue to fight 
on – to enter more evidences suggesting that there might be some truth in the SS women’s testimonies 
after all so that they can keep themselves afloat. The SS women thus continue to mobilize their 
volunteers for the whole day to report on the suspect’s plagiarism hoping to persuade the TSA to revise 
their conclusion. Meanwhile, Kiersten would retweet 9 times today, 8 of which are about Trump. It’s 
her first time since 30 January. Is she wishing one last time for law enforcement to intercept the suspect
cyberstalking her?

For the morning of 16 February, the SS women are still sending in a lot of volunteers to look up images
on the suspect’s website. (To brainstorm how to prove to the TSA that the suspect did plagiarize.) They 
seem to have got a hint from Homeland Security CO chief that it is crisis for their side in the ICJ. (Of 
course they won’t be told that the Russian side has been convicted.) They begin regrouping. 
Meanwhile, in the afternoon, the suspect has difficulty in uploading the revised version of “K’s 
Meetups” and “TL-III” to his website. It’s not clear which side is obstructing him – but it probably has 
something to do with the ICJ trial. The SS women then spend the afternoon brainstorming how to 
successfully report the suspect for plagiarism. 8 PM or so, when the suspect is in Elysee, he chats with 
Daniel for a long time again, declaring that decreasing the productivity of the masses shall be the goal 
of his philosophical cult. This is probably evidence in the CIA’s favor (that he is not mentally retarded).
(In any case, something that corresponds to the program of the Invisible Hand and BOL.) But the 
Russians are about to strike him. Almost 11 PM, the suspect is sleeping by the abandoned theater: it 
would supposedly rain. 1:30 AM or so, the same homeless man comes to attack him. The man takes 
away his cellphone so that he has to tackle the man down the ground to get his phone back. He then 
calls the police.28 Again, this man is probably a Homeland Security agent whom the Russian side has 
sent in to provoke him: both to produce evidence confirming that the SS women’s claim that he is 
violent and dangerous is correct, and to prepare him to produce evidence showing him hating Russia. 
The Russian team needs new evidence to suspend their conviction. When the police have arrived, a guy
wearing earphones walks past. This could be the CIA’s surveillance: to prevent the Russian team from 
using Homeland Security’s faulty surveillance to obtain evidence showing the suspect to be indeed 
violent (that he attacked somebody who then called the police). The CIA’s evidence that it is the 
suspect who is considered by the police to be the victim would, in the ICJ, cancel out the faulty 
surveillance which the Russian side will have brought in. It should be noted that the suspect has also 
seen an increase in the number of Russians around him lately. The Russians might very well be using 

28 In: “slptheaterhmlssmanattack_2_16_17_1057PM.MP3”: The suspect is leaving Elysee. 20:00, by the theater to sleep. 
1:25:40, siren. 2:27:00 – the suspect gets up and walks away. 2:29:30, somewhere – 711? 2:36:00, back to his corner. 
2:53:20, the homeless man shows up: “Get out of here!” And so on. 911. 3:16:30, the police are here. 3:32:00, the 
officers leave. Siren immediately. Nothing more in the rest.
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Homeland Security’s faulty surveillance to produce evidence showing him conspiring with Homeland 
Security CO chief to stage his being a Russian agent. 

On 17 February, the Russians would finally succeed in prolonging their life in the ICJ. 2:30 PM, when 
the suspect is waiting for the bus in Pershing Square, a Hispanic man tries to provoke him by stealing 
his cigarette from his mouth. Annoyed – another Russian attempt to prove him dangerous and wanting 
to hurt Russia – the suspect fights back.29 Then he says so (“God-damned Russians”) to the old white 
man standing next to him. “Do you know any Russian?” the old man replies with his heavy accent. 
Maybe this old man is a Russian agent while the Hispanic man is a Nicaraguan agent (or something 
like that) who works with the Russian intelligence. Certainly the old man is placed there as part of the 
setup: the positive sensation which the suspect experiences about this old man’s sophistication can be 
combined with his anger toward Russia seconds earlier to produce the evidence that the suspect does 
hate and love Russia at the same time – thus confirming the SS women’s false profile of him. This 
again demonstrates that the Russians are using the intercepts of the suspect’s thoughts in the ICJ as 
evidences. With this new evidence, the ICJ judgment convicting Russia and its allies is temporarily 
suspended.

Today is also significant for Trump. He holds a press conference today in order to berate the press as 
the “Enemy of the People”.

As for the SS women, they would spend the whole morning today sending volunteers to look up the 
images on the suspect’s website. Brainstorming (how to prove to any authority that the suspect did 
plagiarize)? Decoys? Then, after the incident at Pershing Square, the suspect comes to the Visitors’ 
Center to meet with the Missionary Sisters. It’s only too strange that today’s lesson is about 
“forgiveness”. Is the CIA giving him a message? (It’s because he couldn’t hold in his anger that the 
Russians are able to revive themselves today.) But aren’t the Sisters supposed to work for Homeland 
Security and the Russians? (We assume that it’s all actually just a coincidence.)

Amazingly, there are no more visits from the SS women after 9 PM. They must be discussing with 
Homeland Security CO chief and the Russians the good news that the ICJ trial has been “revived”. 
Now that there is new evidence of the suspect’s violent nature and danger to others, the women shall 
work hard to produce evidences of his plagiarism. 10:50 PM, they use VeriCite (their first time since 9 

29 In: “IMPscufflecig_2_17_17_240PM.MP3”: the scuffle in progress. 2:00, the suspect says to the old man: “You think 
he’s nobody? He’s actually sent in by foreign governments to provoke me because they need to prove that I’m 
dangerous in the International Court of Justice… do you think I don’t know the shit? They want me to say, ‘Fuck you 
Russians’ so that they can win the ICJ trial…” The old man: “Do you know any Russian?” 6:30, on the bus. 15:00, off 
the bus. 17:20, on the bus again. 31:50, Sister MLDND calls, but the call is immediately disconnected. 33:40, she calls 
again. 1:45:30, off the bus, and inside Coffee Bean. 2:17:30, out. 2:33:30, with the Sisters. Sister MLDND has a new 
partner, Sister Lopez. The suspect almost cries: he didn’t do well on the test, and got beat up. And his passport problem. 
At one point the suspect mentions the Secret Society women (“people who want me dead”). This is his first time 
mentioning the matter to the Sisters. 2:51:00, the lesson starts: the story of Jacob. Agency and why God lets bad things 
happen to good people. Sister MLDND then insists that “we can choose not to have anger.” The suspect points out that, 
when people are convinced that they have a right to your things and you turn your cheek in the other way, they will 
think that they are right. Then, about forgiving the enemies. 3:30:00, Sister MLDND wants the suspect to read some 
Spanish. Then, French. 3:39:00, out. 3:41:00, the suspect leaves. 
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February): menard.htm; feefeeval5rev.pdf; representation222.html; index.html; decking.html; 
capra7777.html; /p/; dukepanelN.htm; ancestorcult.html; exper5.html; epilogue2.html; yuA.html; and 
daly.html. Clearly, such is the Russian side’s new evidences in the ICJ: “New evidences found: he loves
and hates us at the same time. His website is full of anti-feminist hate speech and people’s private 
information. And he has plagiarized. The women’s claim about him is correct.”30 

Now, on 18 February, a Saturday, the SS women will again spend the whole day brainstorming how to 
prove to any authority that the suspect does plagiarize. They are presumably sending their reports to the
TSA asking them to reconsider their removal of the suspect from their watchlist. Meanwhile, it is 
probably the CIA which has instructed Wes to go to his office today to wait for the suspect’s call in 
order to be able to intercept the suspect’s testimonies as evidence – since another round of battle has 
just started in the ICJ.

Conversation with Wes (18.02.2017)

11:04 AM, the suspect is connected with Wes. (1) About the revival of ICJ trial and all the provocation 
yesterday. Like the SS women, the suspect doesn’t quite comprehend that the Russian side has just 
saved themselves from total conviction (both in the current and in the previous ICJ trial), that it is not 
simply about reviving a dismissed trial. The suspect continues: “The revival has saved the SS women 
as well.” (2) There is a role reversal here in comparison to the previous ICJ trial. (3) The old white man
from yesterday: was he a Russian agent? How this was the Russians’ evidence that he loves and hates 
Russia at the same time. Did the US national security Establishment reactivate the previous ICJ trial? 
Wow! The suspect is so close – almost sinking the CIA’s whole purpose of existence! (4) The US/ 
German government has inflated the suspect’s test score the last time. This confession might have 
enabled the Russians to claim that he has conspired with the CIA and so to obtain an ICJ order 
requiring the German government to artificially lower his test score this time. (As you shall see, the 
suspect will get a failing grade this time.) The suspect continues: The Russians’ argument is that “He 
speaks just as he thinks and feels. His words must be interpreted literally.” Meanwhile, the Invisible 
Hand’s argument: “He understates himself.” The suspect has well understood this part: it’s all evidence 
in the CIA’s favor (that he is not insane). (5) The suspect’s mind-control torture has somewhat resumed.
(6) Did the ICJ judges go to the British Old Lady to ask her: Is he correct about this “sustainable 
civilization program”? Again, wrong scenario! (7) The suspect’s Taiwanese passport can’t connect with
his US passport. Will the ICJ case evaporate when he changes citizenship? Again, the suspect couldn’t 
comprehend the real significance of this event. (8) Homeland Security’s bullshit has legal force for 
eternity. (Right!) (9) Trump is put in the office to replace evidences. Wrong – this is again the Russians’
evidence that the suspect is indeed insane (even though Trump has already withdrawn himself from this
ICJ trial and switched to endorsing the CIA’s profile of the suspect as correct). (10) Is there any plan to 
de-globalize the planet by decoupling Russia and China? Not at all. Again, the Russians’ evidence that 
the suspect is dumb and stupid. (11) About Joseph Smith. This might be the Russians’ evidence to 
confirm Kiersten’s claim that the suspect is obsessed with prophecies, superstition, and spirituality due 
to his delusion of grandiosity (Kiersten’s projection of herself onto the suspect). (12) The SS women’s 
plagiarized versions of the suspect’s writings. The early versions of his manuscripts at the Library of 

30 It’s in fact a risky assumption that the VeriCite indexing tonight has something to do with the SS women.
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Congress’ Copyright Center. (13) The SS women’s attitude: “You are supposed to be obsessed with us 
and get arrested for it, and if you aren’t obsessed and don’t get arrested then you need to die.” This is 
the CIA’s evidence, for this demonstrates that the suspect has a better understanding of these women’s 
psychology than they do of his even though he couldn’t see them. (14) Then, strangely, at the end of the
conversation, Wes suddenly proclaims: “I’ll give you an oracle, ‘Keep the dream alive.’” Is Wes 
passing on the Invisible Hand’s message that the suspect’s speculations about BOL’s program, while 
there are no signs currently that they are going anywhere, will come true eventually, many years later? 
In any case, the same old thing: while the Russians will hold onto the suspect’s wrong scenarios as 
evidence of his insanity, the CIA will argue that these are just intellectual errors which are distinct from
true delusions.

1:10 PM, soon after the suspect is done with Wes, Mariam from the Green Party calls him asking him 
whether he wants to volunteer for Kenneth’s campaign.31 4:50 PM or so, MSSGDP. Evidence in favor 
of the Russian side. 6:13 PM, Mariam calls the suspect again asking him to translate Kenneth’s 
campaign flier into Chinese. The suspect wrongly assumes that the SS women have linked up with the 
Green party and been brainstorming this afternoon about what evidences they need the Greens to obtain
from him. He wrongly assumes that they have decided that they need new evidence to validate the 
“David Chin” document as referring to reality and so instructed Mariam to ask him to do some 
translation work. He also wrongly assumes that the Green party is working with the Secret Service as 
well and has received permission from them to cooperate with the SS women. For this reason, he 
begins to hesitate whether he should do this translation job at all. However, past 11:30 PM, he suddenly
discovers an email from the Green Party titled “Am I dreaming?” Only then does he realize that it is the
Invisible Hand who has wanted him to do the translation job. He would not know until months later 
that all his assumptions are incorrect: the Green Party has never developed any connection with the SS 
women because, when he joined the Greens in August last year, he was no longer a “terrorist”. 

On the morning of 19 February, when the suspect comes to Elysee, he sees the same Russian couple 
who were here last night. They are doing programming. The Russians are evidently using Homeland 
Security’s faulty surveillance to produce evidence of the suspect’s being a computer-hacker as a way to 
prolong their life in the ICJ. These Russian agents will do more mischief later. When the suspect comes
to his storage, he adds a notice in his “Marine” essay disavowing his anti-American language in it. 
Then, he finishes the flier, and sends it to Mariam. It was 4 PM. This is presumably the CIA’s evidence 
that the suspect really does do translation by himself – that the “David Chin” document is a joke. 
Meanwhile, the SS women spend the whole day sending the volunteers’ testimonies about the suspect’s
plagiarism to the TSA. It should finally be noted that, in the international domain, the Syrian Question 
is currently being debated in the Sicherheitskonferenz in Munich. 

On 20 February, Kiersten tweets massively. Is she hoping for law enforcement to intercept the suspect 
cyberstalking her? As for the suspect, between 1 and 2 PM, he is severely irritated because his calls to 
Uncle Dave are continually disrupted. From 3 PM onward, he would chat with Daniel about Zizek in 
Elysee. However, throughout, he would be troubled by opposite thoughts. Clearly, the Russians are 
submitting the intercepts of the suspect’s thoughts as evidence in the ICJ: it’s proof that the suspect is 

31 Mejia.
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indeed a charlatan and a danger to others in conformity to Kiersten’s claim since he is thinking about 
something else – bad thoughts about hurting people – while listening to Daniel. From 6 PM onward, 
the suspect is meeting with the Missionary Sisters and other Mormon Sisters in the Visitors’ Center. He 
is again troubled by an incessant flow of opposite thoughts throughout. The Russians are again 
commanding Homeland Security CO chief and the Monkey to produce evidences confirming the SS 
women’s claims that the suspect is violently dangerous and always wants to hurt people, especially 
women and minorities. Significantly, the Sisters are instructed again to take pictures of the suspect – 
there will be more evidence that the suspect doesn’t quite look like himself. All these evidences should 
be sufficient to keep the Russian side afloat in the ICJ for the time being. Then, there is no more 
opposite thought torture for the suspect for the rest of the night.32 After 8 PM, when the suspect comes 
back to Elysee, Fatma is very mean to him. She has heard more complaints about the suspect – again, 
these might have been made by those Russian agents who have been populating the suspect’s 
environment lately, with the mission of producing evidences to confirm the SS women’s claims about 
him. 

As for the SS women’s operation today: 6:56 AM, a volunteer from Germany is searching for the 
suspect’s portraits of Marine, Geert, and Frauke. Then, 7:01 AM, he searches for the portrait of 
President Xi. 7:03 AM, the portrait for Anja. Again, just brainstorming how to prove to the TSA that 
there is some truth after all in the Homeland Security warning about the suspect. Note that, around this 
time, a volunteer who is a military personnel is called upon by the SS women to examine the suspect’s 
“delusions” as he has expressed them in the other PP post: 7:02 AM, US Department of Defense 
Network, Fort Huachuaca, Arizona,

65.19.141.114 - - [20/Feb/2017:08:02:17 -0700] "GET /2012/rosen.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 77097 
"http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=166020.0" "Mozilla/5.0 (Unknown; Linux x86_64) 
AppleWebKit/538.1 (KHTML, like Gecko) PhantomJS/2.0.0 Safari/538.1"

A strange computer he is using! Then, from 3 to 3:30 PM, more volunteers look up “PC Books”, 

32 The recording of today: “danielSisters_2_20_17_317PM.MP3”: in Elysee, with Daniel. German schools are easier to 
get in. 2:00, siren. Again, Daniel was once accepted to New School. He has heard of Prof. Fraser. Time and Becoming. 
The suspect has to make sure no one has said what he says. 7:10, siren. Daniel will write a chapter for a book. How the 
Internet is making people dumb. Zizek on jouissance. Lacan. 16:30, done. 1:15:00, with Daniel again. People are too 
dumb! Daniel’s new Chinese girlfriend. The chapter he needs to write, his 8th publication. Ayn Rand, Francis Fukuyama,
Peter Sloterdijk, Toynbee, Lyotard, Jameson, Lukács, and Habermas. 1:26:00, done. 2:20:00, Daniel again. Feminism. 
Then, Zizek on psychoanalysis (how to get rid of this injunction to enjoy), fascism, Sade, and deconstruction. 2:30:00, 
done. The suspect leaves for the Visitors’ Center. 2:55:00, there. Chatting with the other Sisters. 3:11:40, Sister 
MLDND. The housing situation, and the same homeless man last night. Sister MLDND asks the suspect if he takes 
medicine, and he says he has autism. Sister MLDND’s cousin also has autism. She also asks for his last name. Why is 
the Mormon church “truer”? God’s commandments. The Sisters have made a smoking-reduction schedule for the 
suspect. Then, a video about addiction. 3:51:00, over. 3:58:00, the Sisters ask the suspect to draw. Sister MLDND’s 
birthday is 7 March, and Sister Lopez is leaving on 22 March. The Sisters take the suspect out. 4:15:00, they are all 
looking at the different translations of the Book of Mormon. More missionary videos. 4:51:40, just before the suspect 
departs, the Sisters take more pictures of him. 4:58:10, the suspect bids the Sisters goodbye. Although this is not 
mentioned in the above text, it might be the Russians also who have ordered Homeland Security to order the Sisters to 
ask the suspect to draw: faulty surveillance will somehow show that the suspect cannot draw or can only draw with 
fraudulent means.
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“Kulturindustrie”, and “TimelinePart-II”. Another day of brainstorming and submitting testimonies 
about the suspect’s harassment of famous people, plagiarism, and suffering delusions about his women 
victims’ going after him.

What’s going on in the world today should also be noted: (1) there is a new cease fire in Ukraine. (2) 
Pence is in Brussels and “Marine” is in Lebanon. (3) Another scandal: Marine’s assistant in the EU has 
also got paid for work never done.33

For the whole day of 21 February, the SS women continue to mobilize their volunteers to make false 
reports about the suspect’s plagiarism (or brainstorm how to make such false reports). (One of the 
volunteers works in the Roselle Public Library in Roselle, Illinois.) They are still trying to change the 
TSA officers’ mind. As for the suspect, he goes to see a room for rent in Monterey Park: he is almost 
scammed. When he is in Elysee at night, he chats with Daniel again. They discuss “enjoyment” 
(jouissance). This is again the CIA’s evidence. 

On 22 February, a Wednesday, the suspect would be upset the whole day. He is supposed to connect up 
with Wes, and yet has somehow missed him. Then he has difficulty in connecting up with the people 
offering rooms for rent. 2:50 PM, the Missionary Sisters call him while he is on the bus going to 
Koreatown.34 They then call him again on 7:49 PM when he is in the Santa Monica library. By late 
night, he is so upset that he has decided to forget about quitting smoking and the whole Mormon 
business. He feels as if the SS women were trying to prevent him from finding housing. In reality, it’s 
probably just the Russians who are commanding Homeland Security CO chief to program him to get 
frustrated as a way to produce more favorable evidences for themselves. 

As for the SS women, while they are just spending another day brainstorming how to prove that the 
suspect did plagiarize, they are also engaged in proving the other bad characteristics which they have 
attributed to him. From 1:17 to 1:25 PM, they are looking at his Facebook. 6:47 PM, another visit to 
Geert’s portrait (Virginia Beach). 12:35 AM, again (Göttingen). It should finally be noted that, today, 
Kiersten tweets a Japanese word, tatamae (建前), on her Twitter.35 Now she is trying to show off to her 
audience her education in all this Oriental wisdom as well.

On the afternoon of 23 February, the suspect is finally able to talk to Wes on the phone.

Conversation with Wes (23.02.2017)

33 In the original version, there is this speculation at this point: “Clearly, after the Russian side has commanded Homeland 
Security CO chief to play tricks to ruin Fillon, the US Establishment has returned the favor wanting to ruin Marine.” It’s
not clear whether we were correct here.

34 In: “SistersAprt_2_22_17_331PM.MP3”: on the bus. 14:00, off the bus. The suspect calls about the apartments for rent.
25:00, siren. 29:00, again. Then, visits to the apartments. (Reviewed until 42:00. Sister MLDND’s calls are not 
recorded.)

35 And so one finds in Wikipedia: “Honne and tatemae are Japanese words that describe the contrast between a person’s 
true feelings and desires (  本音 hon’ne, ‘true sound’) and the behavior and opinions one displays in public (  建前
tatemae, ‘built in front’, ‘façade’).”
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The suspect is connected with Wes from 7:00 onward. (1) The suspect confirms once more that the 
control center’s torture has resumed since 1 February. It has been particularly bad in the past few days. 
A lot of opposite thoughts. The SS women have close connections with the control center. Its agenda: 
to prevent him from finding housing. Perhaps to confirm the SS women’s profile that he enjoys 
homelessness. The Russian side would definitely use this confession as evidence of the suspect’s 
insanity – confirming the SS women’s claim that he suffers from delusions about their going after him: 
this is in fact the point of all the mind-control torture. (2) The suspect announces that he has decoded 
Wes’ oracle “Keep the Dream alive”: to persuade him to do translation work for the Green Party. 
(Wrong.) (3) It was the SS women who had controlled him to have an outburst against Russia last 
week. He is wrong again! Hence another evidence in favor of the Russians (insanity; delusions about 
his women victims’ going after him). (4) The Russians will not win this trial, they will either lose or 
withdraw. The US has reactivated the previous ICJ trial, it now needs to change direction, the national 
security Establishment wants the US to remain in power, as long as the US wouldn’t lose its power, 
they will do it. Complete bullshit again! More evidence in favor of the Russians.36 (5) About Zizek. 
About “enjoyment” in political ideology. Those activists on both the left and the right don’t understand 
why they take up their positions, they are wasting their time arguing. (6) Why the Mormon church 
attracts him. The contrast with the Orthodox church. Liberal faces but conservative souls. Being part of
the majority is always too boring. (7) About the Book of Mormon, and the accusation against Joseph 
Smith that he plagiarized. (8) Wes mentions Cotaire Rapaille’s “Cultural Code”. (Was Wes producing 
another hint at the Invisible Hand’s program?) Why do people become liberal and conservative? The 
suspect: “I don’t want to be liberal because I’m in a liberal state.” (9) There is an echo on Wes’ side, as 
if he were being recorded. 

As for the SS women’s operation on the suspect’s website for today: a volunteer from South Africa 
visits “Suffering Woman” on 5:21 AM. Presumably another testimony submitted to the TSA explaining
the suspect’s harassment of SDW. 11:02 AM, another visit to Sahra’s portrait. 12:45 PM, another visit 
(from the US Air Force!) to the portraits of Anja, Geert, and President Xi: mcdill-pxyw5e.afnoc.af.mil, 
US Air Force, Georgia,

132.3.37.82 - - [23/Feb/2017:13:45:26 -0700] "GET 
/drawLA/drawLA_01_15/drawanythingLA/anja.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 466292 "https://www.bing.com/" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:51.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/51.0" 
132.3.37.79 - - [23/Feb/2017:13:45:37 -0700] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/xi.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200 
359193 "https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:51.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/51.0" 
132.3.37.78 - - [23/Feb/2017:13:45:50 -0700] "GET /drawLA/drawla-100815/geert.jpg HTTP/1.1" 200
298122 "https://www.bing.com/" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; rv:51.0) Gecko/20100101 
Firefox/51.0"

36 Again, the suspect is making a very risky assumption here, as he’s getting quite close to the CIA’s true intention: he 
might cause the CIA to sink and, in consequence, ruin himself. But we must know that, since this is in fact what will 
happen later (the Establishment’s agreeing to change direction), the Invisible Hand might have wanted the suspect to 
make this risky move here.
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Thus you can see that the SS women have spent another day trying to convince the TSA that the 
suspect did plagiarize and obsess over women and famous people, that their expert testimonies about 
him are all accurate, and that he should therefore not be taken off the watchlist. 

The suspect will also attend the monthly Stammtisch tonight. Amazingly, Haiko (i.e. Karin’s spy) 
shows up. Is Karin’s gang also trying to produce a false testimony (that the suspect is a charlatan and 
doesn’t know any German) in order to convince the TSA to reexamine the suspect’s case and help keep 
the Russian side afloat in the ICJ? 

24 February will be a strange day for the suspect. Almost 10 AM, when he is smoking in front of 
Elysee, a white trash wearing earphones stops in front of him, lights up his cigarette bud (marijuana?), 
and then walks away. It’s evidently the Russians who have commanded Homeland Security CO chief to
use faulty surveillance to enter evidence into the ICJ indicating that the suspect smokes marijuana and 
is a drug user. The suspect is then continually provoked when he is intermittently not allowed to use the
Wi-Fi in Elysee. He then chats with Daniel. Some opposite thoughts. 7 PM, he meets with the 
Missionary Sisters in the Visitors’ Center.37 They discuss the suspect’s housing problem. Then, the 
Sisters again film the suspect. It’s almost certain that Homeland Security CO chief will be ordered by 
the Russians to edit the film and take it to the ICJ to prove that the suspect doesn't quite look like 
himself. (This, to temporarily suspend the current ICJ judgment and lock up the previous ICJ trial for 
the time being –insofar as the SS women have not been successful in persuading the TSA.) Then, 
strangely, after midnight, a stranger comes over to the suspect to give him 10 dollars, saying, “I 
appreciate you.” Is this another Russian intelligence/ Homeland Security operation?  

Note that, since 5 PM last night, SDW would post a new post on her blog, “Why first responders are 
gang-stalking you”. (She continues to be engrossed in her delusions about being gang-stalked even as 
she is a member of the largest gang-stalking enterprise ever formed in human history.) As for the SS 
women’s operation on the suspect’s website today: the women continue to mobilize their volunteers to 
make false reports, or to brainstorm how to make false reports, about the suspect’s plagiarism. 1:24 
PM, a volunteer from Missouri visits “Kulturindustrie” (“McDonaldization”). Is he furnishing evidence
to help the Russians discredit, in the ICJ, the CIA’s most important evidence back in April last year? 

25 February is a special day for the suspect. He would succeed today in visiting a room for rent and 
putting down the down payment for it. It’s in a Chinese family home in Monterey Park. By now he has 

37 The recording of the whole afternoon: “elyseedanielSisters_2_24_17_252PM.MP3”: in Elysee. 33:00, Daniel. What of 
Zizek’s books to read. Zizek’s upcoming lecture in UCLA. Zizek’s use of Lacan. 47:00, the conversation done. 1:31:30, 
with Daniel again. Zizek and Judith Butler. 2:11:50, the suspect calls Chinese families about rooms for rent. 2:28:20, 
with Daniel again. His paper. The continental and analytic philosophers at – where? Russell’s Paradox, Wittgenstein, 
Heidegger, and Sallis. 2:49:00, done. 3:28:50, with Daniel again. He was drunk last night. Theoretical physics? Mary 
Shelly. 3:35:40, back inside. And the suspect leaves for the Visitors’ Center. 4:20:00, the Sisters. About housing. Sister 
MLDND even calls the renter for the suspect. The suspect is worried that the opposite of what he prays for will happen. 
Sister MLDND scolds the suspect. Faith. 4:38:30, a video. The Sisters call the suspect their “best friend”. 5:01:30, 
another video on mission. Then some singing. How Sister Lopez became a Mormon. Another Sister from Indonesia. 
5:43:00, more French with Sister MLDND. Then the next recording: “elysee_2_24_17_856PM.MP3”: 3:30, the suspect
bids everyone goodbye. He stops by 711 to eat and then returns to Elysee.
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realized that the control center has been obstructing him only in order to prompt him to develop 
“delusions” about the SS women’s not allowing him to do this so that he could conform to their false 
profile of him. 

Note that, 1:26 PM, SDW posts a new message on her Facebook page, “Kid kicked by a police 
officer”; it’s her first time since 7 February. Around 2 PM, a volunteer from Switzerland spends 10 to 
15 minutes looking over the suspect’s website: it appears that he is here to brainstorm how to more 
effectively report this website as plagiarized. It appears that, by today, the Russians and their allies have
exhausted all the cards they have accumulated since 17 February – they are about to be convicted again
– and that the SS women have got wind of it (“the Russians have failed to win again”). After they have 
spent the whole day brainstorming how to prove to any authority that the suspect has indeed 
plagiarized, they seem to be taking a break from 5 PM onward. Perhaps to conference face to face. 
Then they resume operation after 11 PM. They focus on the suspect’s art gallery, especially Oliver’s 
painting and the suspect’s portrait of Shizuka. They are again asking Ms Kudo to find more reasons to 
complain about the suspect’s website not knowing that she’s an informant here to sabotage their 
operation. 

On the morning of 26 February, the suspect would be doing canvassing with the other Greens in 
Chinatown (for Kenneth’s campaign). One of the participants, Steve, looks so much like a Secret 
Service agent. This causes the suspect to continue to assume erroneously that both the SS women and 
the Secret Service have linked up with the Green Party. Afterwards, he attends the French in Mind 
meetup. When he returns to Elysee, he has a short chat with Daniel. 

As for the SS women’s operation: 10:48 AM, a volunteer from the University of Auckland looks up 
“TimelinePart-VI-34”. This might be brainstorming: “He really does develop delusions about our going
after him” or “He really does make anti-American, terrorist statements everywhere – and yet the TSA 
says the Homeland Security warning is invalid!” Then, in order to help the Russians “revive” the ICJ 
trial (in reality, to help them keep themselves afloat in the ICJ, in both the current and the previous 
case), the SS women resort to their usual tactic of asking Microsoft to remove the suspect’s website 
from Bing’s search results, which could be temporary evidence for the Russian side in the ICJ. Thus, 
11:19 AM, the SS women are talking to their “buddy” in Microsoft (Drake Holdings). 

204.79.180.230 - - [26/Feb/2017:12:19:25 -0700] "GET /sufferingwoman/sufferingwomand.pdf HTTP/
1.1" 200 417881 "http://www.bing.com/search?
q=american+suffering+woman&form=MSNH14&sc=8-4&sp=-1&qs=n&sk=" "Mozilla/5.0 
(compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/5.0;  Trident/5.0)

They ask Microsoft to remove “Suffering Woman” from Bing’s search results on the ground that it 
constitutes harassment of, and hate-speech against, women. But of course Microsoft, already warned 
about these women, wouldn’t comply. The SS women then brainstorm more. Then, 6:27 PM, a 
volunteer from the Philippines: 

222.127.142.142 - - [26/Feb/2017:19:27:04 -0700] "GET /1.html HTTP/1.1" 200 10688 
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"http://search.mysearch.com/web?
q=HISTORICAL+BACKGROUNDOF+INTERNATIONAL+COURT+OF+JUSTICE&apn_ptnrs=
%5ECFR&apn_uid=d5718f2c-4648-4418-81f9-d64911394668&dateOfInstall=2016-11-
09&gct=ds&lang=en&o=APN12072&psv=oid%3D668%3Achid%3D163%3Acrid%3D5090%3Atgid
%3D0%3Apubid%3D567%3Auiip%3D222.127.142.142%3Aclid%3D%7B9AC8C8FA-DAB8-2073-
B2C2-AA70D7C79390%7D%3Afit%3D2016-11-08%3AExtension_type%3Dsearch%3Aextid
%3Dakmiedbgcldondenkldoenhjiaabhfpp&shad=&trgb=CR&tpr=2&ts=1488162040283" "Mozilla/5.0 
(Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Safari/537.36" 
222.127.142.142 - - [26/Feb/2017:19:27:05 -0700] "GET /dot_clear.gif HTTP/1.1" 404 1322 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Safari/537.36" 
222.127.142.142 - - [26/Feb/2017:19:27:10 -0700] "GET /favicon.ico HTTP/1.1" 200 408 
"http://www.enlightenment1998.com/1.html" "Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 
(KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Safari/537.36"

Is this volunteer asked to report something to the TSA? What? Then, 9 PM, the SS women’s volunteer 
from New Orleans, Louisiana, looks up “Summary-2016” (myvzw.com). 

70.196.132.137 - - [26/Feb/2017:22:00:26 -0700] "GET /summary2016_8/summary2016_8g.pdf 
HTTP/1.1" 200 577893 "-" "Dalvik/2.1.0 (Linux; U; Android 5.1.1; SM-J100VPP Build/LMY48B)"

Probably another report about the suspect’s bizarre delusions about his women victims’ involvement in 
a government conspiracy to go after him.38 As for the rest, the SS women continue to mobilize their 
volunteers to brainstorm how to more effectively report the suspect for plagiarism. 

On 27 February, the suspect would move into his new room. As for the SS women, they will again 
spend the whole day brainstorming how to more successfully report the suspect for either plagiarism or 
suffering from delusions about their going after him. In other words, they are spending the whole day 
brainstorming how to prove to any authority that Homeland Security is all right about the suspect so as 
to “revive” the ICJ trial for Russia’s sake. 6:29 AM, the same New Orleans volunteer looks up 
“Summary-2016” again. He’s either brainstorming or revising his complaint from yesterday. 3:25 PM, 
a volunteer from Japan looks up “01_29_47.pdf”. 5:37 PM, another volunteer from North Dakota looks
up “Frankfurt and Brussels”. On 10:24 PM, he comes again. These – not to mention all the visits to the 
PP post today – are all efforts to brainstorm how to more effectively report the suspect for suffering 
from delusions about his women victims’ going after him. Then, 12:50 AM, a volunteer from Germany 
copies saxonwarrior.jpg onto his Word document, indicating that the SS women have decided again to 
forge evidence in order to convince the TSA to reconsider their decision. Then, 1:16 AM, massive 
indexing from Romania – is it related to the SS women’s operation in any way? Then, significantly, 
Angelica herself might have visited the suspect’s website between 2 and 4 AM – the women are likely 
to be in contact with the TSA’s BDOs tonight and the Queen could be thinking that she must do the 
work herself in order to achieve effects.39  

38 We have to wonder whether this New Orleans volunteer is related to Alexis de Bram.
39 We are making another risky assumption here.
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28 February is a very quiet day for the suspect. As for the SS women, after they have filed their appeal 
with the TSA this morning, they spend the whole day mobilizing volunteers to send in more 
testimonies about the suspect’s plagiarism. It’s not clear, however, whether the appeal they filed this 
morning really could temporarily save the Russian side from conviction in the ICJ. 
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